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Q1 Q2 Industry type

Q2 Q3 Organizational form & scope of reply Q36 Q71 § Specific plans & numerical targets for health & productivity
management

Q3 Q4 No. of employees, etc., within the scope of reply

Q4 Q1 Listed/unlisted, entry for health & productivity
management stock Q37 Q28 § Implementation of employee health checkups

Q5 Application for recognition as certified Health and
Productivity Management Organization Q38 Q29 § Initiatives for improving voluntary health checkup ratio

Q6 Disclosure of replies possible or not Q39 Q30 § Initiatives to encourage health checkups at medical institutions
Q40 Q31 § Implementation of stress checks

Q7 Q5 No. of employees & age structure by gender

Q8 Q6 Regular employees’ average length of service &
average age

Q9 Q7 No. of employees who quit work
Q10 Q8 No. of new graduates & mid-career recruits Q41 Q33 § Training for management-level personnel
Q11 Q9 Headcount by base Q42 Q34 § Employee education
Q12 Q10 Composition by occupation
Q13 Q11 Business results Q43 Q35 § Initiatives to realize appropriate work styles
Q14 Q79 Medical & healthcare expenses per employee
Q15 Q80 Statutory & non-statutory welfare expenses Q44 Q39 § Initiatives to promote communication
Q16 Q76 Start of the initiatives

Q45 Q41 § Initiatives to support the return to and balance with work regarding
diseases unrelated to work, etc.

Q17 Q12 § Documentation of the organization-wide policy in
writing

Q18 Q66 Identifying management issues to be resolved by
health & productivity management

Q46 Q42 § Measures to improve implementation ratio of specific health guidance

Q19 Q13 § Disclosure outside company Q47 Q83 § Grasp of implementation ratios of special health checkups and
specific health guidance

Q20 Q18 Initiatives by top management Q48 Q43 § Healthcare guidance other than the specific health guidance

Q21 Q14 Dialogue with investors Q49 Q44 occupational classification judgment based on health checkup results

Q22 Q16 § Consideration of business partners Q50 Q45 § Initiatives to improve dietary lifestyle
Q23 § Support for business partners’ initiatives Q51 Q46 § Initiatives to promote exercise opportunities
Q24 Contribution to “health” of society as a whole Q52 Q49 Measures to prevent decline in employee productivity

Q53 Q47 § Knowledge acquisition on health-related issues specific to women

Q54 Q48 § Initiatives to address health-related issues specific to women
Q25 Q19 § Position of health promotion managers Q55 Q36 § Initiatives to address long-working employees

Q26 Q17 Placement on agenda at board sessions/management
meetings Q56 Q40 § Initiatives for employees with mental health disorders

Q57 Q63 Initiatives for elderly employees
Q27 Q20 Section overseeing health promotion Q58 Q61 Initiatives for dependents
Q28 Q24 Headcount of professionals in charge

Q29 Q64 § Involvement of industrial physicians & public health
nurses Q59 Q50 § Initiatives to prevent infectious diseases

Q60 Q52,53 § Response to COVID-19
Q30 Q25 Type of insurer Q61 Q56,57 Issues & ingenuity amid COVID-19 pandemic

Q31 § Provision of employee health checkup data to insurers

Q32 Q26 § Consultation & cooperation with health insurance
society insurers Q62 Q59 § Initiatives to reduce smoking rates

Q63 Q58 § Initiatives to second-hand smoking

Q33 Q21 Initiatives for encouraging managerial staff to help
promotion

Q34 Q22 Talks, etc., with employee unions

Q35 Q23 Appointment of office staff charged with health &
productivity management Q64 Q28 Results of employee health checkups

Q65 Q31 Results of stress checks
Q66 Q37 Status of regular employees’ working hours & use of paid leave
Q67 Q38 Status of regular employees’ long working hours

Q68 Q73 Status of grasping no. of employees absent from or leaving work due
to illness

Q69 Q32 Confirmation on activity level of employees & organizations

Q70 Q68 § Verification on effects of health & productivity management
implemented

Q71 Q84 Organizations used for reference

II. Utilization & promotion of health checkups, etc.

CONTENTS of Survey Sheet

0. Basic information 3. Implementation of systems & measures   (1) Identifying employee health issues and
considering necessary measuresI. Basic information (1)
I. Setting specific targets based on health issues

III. Initiatives to promote health beyond own employees II. Specific measures to maintain & promote health

 II. Basic information (2)

3. Implementation of systems & measures   (2) Laying groundwork for practicing health
and productivity management

I. Improvement of health literacy

II. Promotion of work-life balance

III. Workplace revitalization

IV. Support for balancing treatment of disease & work

1. Management philosophy & policy

I. Health & productivity management strategy for management issues 3. Implementation of systems & measures   (3) Specific measures contributing to making
employees’ minds & bodies sound

I. Healthcare guidance

II. Information disclosure in & outside company

IV. Publicity among workplaces & employees

4. Evaluation & improvement

I. Status of indicators

II. Verification on effects of promotion of health & productivity management

2. Organizational structure

I. Management team’s structure

II. Implementation system

III. Infection control measures

III. Cooperation with insurers (e.g. health insurance society)

IV. Anti-smoking measures
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¶ This sheet explains general definitions & supplementary explanations about the Survey. -> Sheet [for supplementary explanation]

<Enter the following information on your organization>

Enter the address down to city/town/village

¶ Please confirm your corporate number on the National Tax Agency’s website below: https://www.houjin-bangou.nta.go.jp/
Be sure to provide all information about your organization

<Enter contact information of official in charge>

FAX

Be sure to provide your contact information

¶ Feedback on evaluation results of this Survey

- If you respond to the Survey, we will send feedback on the evaluation results.
- The feedback will be sent to the above email address by email. We will not send it by post.

<Differences from the previous fiscal year>

- The feedback is scheduled to be sent to your organization around December 2021.

¶ About rules of reply

[Scope of Survey period]

[Primary body executing measures]
- Except when otherwise instructed explicitly, you may include initiatives taken not only by your organization but also by health
  insurance societies and other insurers. However, your organization must be involved in the initiatives taken by insurers and
  have that involvement known to employees.

- Barring specific instructions, enter replies covering details of measures implemented during a period from April 1, 2020,
  to the day of answering the Survey.
- As for questions about details of FY2020, such as the results of implementation of measures, enter the results achieved from
  April 2020 to March 2021 in principle.
  When your tallies are based on the books closed in a month other than March, you may enter results based on that accounting
  period, but please remember to write that effect in the “Remarks” column.

Organization name
(including juridical personality)

Prefecture City/town/v
illage

“Kana” (Japanese
syllable) (excluding juridical
personality)
Organization’s English
name

Corporate number

Address of head office

Prefecture

TEL

Email

¶ At the outset of each question, “§” is attached to queries concerning requirements for recognition and “ǂ” for those to which replies are
  mandatory.

Extension No.
(if available)

Name of official
in chargeDepartment name

Contact address

Contact information

Postal code

City/town/village
& other details

Until last year, we sent feedback information and an application form for a certified Health and Productivity Management
Organization after the Survey was answered, but this practice will be changed as follows from this year.
- Instead of sending such an application form separately, we ask in the Survey whether or not you will apply for a certified
  Health and Productivity Management Organization for 2022.

- There will be no feedback to insurers such as health insurance societies. We ask that your organization share feedback
  information with your insurer.

009999
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[Scope of reply in whole Survey]

[Scope of reply areas]
- It is intended for Japan.

[Definition of employees]
- Reply to each question based on the following definitions.

Workers directly hired (except dispatch worker)

[Others]

- In principle, answer regarding systems/measures covering the whole of your organization (all organizations when entering
  replies covering combined tallies of more than one organization) and all employees.　Events limited to women employees,
  employees with abnormal findings from health checkups, etc., require extraction of target employees from the payroll to
  implement healthcare measures. In such a case, we will accept your replies to the Survey if you cover all employees relevant to
  these conditions.　As far as employees’ health issues differ according to their workplaces or jobs, and health promotion
  systems and measures are implemented in accordance with such situations, you may answer the relevant Survey portion even
  though only employees in part of workplaces or jobs are covered.

  Answer without including results and initiatives at overseas branches/business establishments and consolidated group companies
  abroad.

- In the Certification Review of your organization for selection as a certified Health and Productivity Management Organization,
  the Nippon Kenko Kaigi’s Health and Productivity Management Organization Recognition Committee may pose additional
  questions for confirmation. Please retain the materials that explain the initiatives you answered in the Survey items for two
  years from the last day of the application period and swiftly submit the materials when asked to do so.

- This year, we will not grant any grace period as we did last year in response to the novel coronavirus epidemic. You cannot
  enter replies regarding systems and measures initially planned but eventually suspended.

Of directly hired workers, those in indefinite full-time employment deemed as regular employees, regular staff, etc.

Top management

Management
team

Representative director, chairman, president, vice president, chief operating officer, or any other officer in equivalent
positions

Director, executive officer, corporate officer, or any other officer in equivalent positions (excluding auditor)

Phraseology Definition
Employee

Regular
employee This category does not include contract employees, fixed-term employees, part-timers and temporary workers who

have converted from limited-term to indefinite contracts and not deemed as regular employees/regular staff.
Non-regular
employee

Of directly hired workers, those not deemed as regular employees such as fixed-term employees and those not
working on a full-time basis (contract employees, fixed-term employees, part-timers, temporary workers, etc.)

- You may include combined tallies of more than one organization in addition to a reply by your own organization. But you cannot
  include other organizations whose health and labor management is different from that of your organization. In the case of
  combined tallies of more than one organization, reply to all questions, without changing the scope of an answer to each
  question, to the extent of your entry in Q2, Q2SQ1.
- When answering for only part of your organization’s business establishments (e.g., for the head office alone, for one hospital
  only), please be reminded that you cannot apply for recognition as a certified Health and Productivity Management organization.
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I. Basic information (1)

ǂ Q1. Answer your industry type, etc. (Pick only one of the choices given.)
(a) Classification of juridical personality

1

2

3 Specified non-profit corporation
4 Medical corporation, social welfare corporation, and health insurance society
5

6

7 Other corporations based on domestic legislation
Q1(a): Reply required. If unanswered, you will not meet certification requirements.

(b) Industry type equivalent to that listed by stock exchange (in case of choosing “1” in item (a))
¶ If your organization is listed, reply in line with the stock exchange’s industry type.

1 2 Mining 3 Construction 4 Foods

5 Textiles & apparels 6 Pulp & paper 7 Chemicals 8 Pharmaceutical
9 Oil & coal products 10 Rubber products 11 12 Iron & steel

13 Nonferrous metals 14 Metal products 15 Machinery 16 Electric appliances
17 18 19 Other products 20 Electric power & gas
21 Land transportation 22 23 24

25 26 27 Retail trade 28 Banks

29 30 Insurance 31

32 Real estate 33 Services

(c) Industry type in line with Japan Standard Industrial Classification (in case of choosing “1” or “2” or “7” in item (a))
¶ Refer to this for the definition of each industry type. -> [Supplementary explanations]

1 Wholesale trade 2 Retail trade 3 Services 4 Manufacturing & others

Companies, etc., under Companies Act (e.g., stock company, general partnership company, limited partnership
company, limited liability company)
Professional corporations (e.g., legal professional corporation, auditing corporation, tax accountant corporation,
certified administrative procedures legal specialist corporation, judicial scrivener corporation)

Incorporated association, incorporated foundation, chamber of commerce & industry/commerce & industry
association
Public corporation, government-affiliated corporation (local public entity, incorporated government agency, public
association, public corporation, government corporation, public agency, etc.)

Fishery, agriculture &
forestry

Transportation equipment

Information &
communication
Securities & commodity
futures

Marine transportation

Wholesale trade

Glass & ceramic
products

Air transportation Warehousing & harbor
transportation services

Other financing business

Precision instruments
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ǂ Q2. Answer the form of your organization and the scope of your replies in the Survey. (Select only one)

1 Answering regarding your own organization
2 Answering on a combined basis of your organization and group companies
3 Answering regarding all of your domestic consolidated group companies
4

Q2: Reply required. If unanswered, you will not meet certification requirements.
SQ1. (in case of choosing “2” or “3” in reply to Q)
Enter the names of organizations included in the scope of replies, the number of their employees, etc.

  Enter your organization name in its entirety, including juridical personality.

¶ If the answer column is insufficient in space, please send a list separately by email.

persons

1 persons

2 persons

3 persons

4 persons

5 persons

6 persons

7 persons

8 persons

9 persons

10 persons

11 persons

12 persons

13 persons

14 persons

15 persons

persons

¶ Please reply on the same basis throughout the questions unless otherwise specified. You are not allowed to “answer on a
   group basis for some questions only,” etc.

Total number of employees (automatic
calculation)

Address Name of section
in charge

Answering for only part of your organization’s business establishments (please be reminded that this does not
meet requirements for recognition as a certified organization)

0

¶ All the organizations included in the scope of replies are eligible for recognition as certified Health and Productivity
  Management Stock and Health and Productivity Management Organization (Large Enterprise Category).

¶ Do not include organizations which differ in health management and labor management. (Reply separately for each
  of such organizations.)
¶ Please reply by selecting the choice number of an industry type based on Q1(c) Japan Standard Industrial
  Classification.

¶ Please include the organizations and their headcount entered here in the tally of the entire Survey in Q3.

Organization name No. of employees Industry
type
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ǂ Q3. Enter headcount, etc., to be included in the scope of replies in the Survey.
¶ Answer in accordance with the scope of Q2 & Q2SQ1.

   Please include all workers other than those listed below.
1 Daily laborers (included when continued to be employed more than one month)
2

3

4 Those hired on a probational basis (included when continued to be employed more than 14 days)

 　 (You may not include them.)

¶ Officers under the Companies Act (directors, auditors, etc.) are to be excluded.
¶ In the following questions, please answer based on the below definitions in principle in line with the descriptions.

Regular employee: (1), (2)     Non-regular employee: (3), (4)     Employee: (1) - (4)
¶ Enter headcount as of the end of FY2020 in principle.

Year Month

(1) Regular employees (except those on loan) persons persons persons

persons persons persons

persons persons

(4) Dispatch workers sent from your organization persons persons

Subtotal <(1)-(4)> persons persons

persons persons

persons persons

(7) Dispatch workers sent from other entities persons persons

(8) Others
　Specifically:

Total headcount <subtotal+ (5)-(8)> persons persons

Q3: (1) to (4) as of the end of FY2020 are required to answer. If unanswered, you will not meet certification requirements.

NOTE: You cannot apply for both “Large Enterprise” and “Small and Medium Enterprise (SME)” categories.

ǂ Q4. Do you have your organization’s stock listed on the Tokyo Stock Exchange? (Select only one)
1 Listed on Tokyo Stock Exchange (except TOKYO PRO Market)
2 Not listed on Tokyo Stock Exchange

Q4: Reply required. If unanswered, you will not meet certification requirements.

¶ Even when not applying, the evaluation outcome will be fed back.
1 Enter 2 Not enter
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s (5) Non-regular employees not regularly used

(6) Loaned employees for whom you are not
    obliged to provide health checkups

Conditions of employee headcount
(judged from your reply to Q1 on industry type) persons or more

Judgment on application categorization
(judged from your replies to Q2, Q3) Answers are missing

(3) Regularly used non-regular employees
　(contract employees, temporary workers, etc.)

(2) Loaned employees for whom you are obliged
    to provide health checkups (employees
    seconded both from and to other entities)

Contract type Headcount at the end of
FY2020

Latest headcount Headcount at the end
of FY2017

   You need to include “regularly used employees” (workers who require advance notice of dismissal, based on Article 20 of
   the Labor Standards Act).

Those employed with a fixed period of two months or less (included when continued to be employed more than the given
period)
Those employed for seasonal duties with a fixed period of four months or less (included when continued to be employed
over the given period)

¶ As for loaned employees, please include employees seconded both to and from other entities for whom your organization is
   obliged to conduct health checkups, and enter the reply in item (2).
¶ You may include the following type of employee other than regularly used employees in the reply: “loaned employees for
   whom your organization is not required to conduct health checkups,” “dispatch workers sent from other entities,” etc.

¶ The total number of employees covered constitutes a yardstick for determining your organization’s category in the
   certification of health & productivity corporations: Small and Medium Corporation or Large Corporation
   Please be sure to reply for (1)-(4). In case of none, enter “0.” If the headcount does not meet the requirement, you cannot
   apply for the Large Enterprise Category.

   If you want your company to be classified based on the latest number of employees, enter the latest headcount as well.

¶ Include not only regular employees but also non-regular employees regularly used and dispatch workers sent from your
   organization.

0 0

Should you apply for both, your organization will not be certified as a Health and Productivity Management Organization in either
category.

SQ1. (in case of choosing “1” in reply to Q) Do you apply for a Certification Review for “Health and
        Productivity Management Stock”? (Select only one)
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ǂ

¶ When you apply, a Certification Review will be conducted based on your replies in the Survey.
¶ If you apply, you may not apply for certification as a Health and Productivity Management Organization (SME Category).

¶ The evaluation outcome will be fed back even when you do not apply.
1 Apply 2 Not apply

Q5: Reply required. If unanswered, you will not meet certification requirements.
SQ1. (in case of choosing “1” in reply to Q) Please pledge the following.

¶ You will be disqualified by failing to pledge even a single item.
　Please pledge by entering “1” in the respective columns below after confirming the detail of each oath.

Oath
1. Observe the following laws and regulations.

2. No record of the following matters between April 1, 2020, and the application date:

3. Observe the following matters.

(4) Designated as a workplace requiring special guidance for safety and health management, based on Article 78 or 79 of
the Industrial Safety & Health Act

(1) Have in place approval of your organization’s representative (CEO, etc.) regarding response to the Survey.
(2) Have the response to the Survey shared with a labor union comprising a majority of your organization’s employees or
the representative of employees at the main workplace.
(3) Have the response to the Survey shared with the main insurer cited in your reply to Q30. Also, share the evaluation
outcome swiftly upon receiving its feedback (scheduled for sometime in December 2021).

Q5. Will you apply for certification as a 2022 Health and Productivity Management Organization (Large Enterprise
      Category)? (Select only one)

   Should you apply for both, your organization will not be certified as a Health and Productivity Management
   Organization in either category.

Details of oath

(1) Conducting health checkups in accordance with Article 66 of the Industrial Safety & Health Act.
(2) Conducting examination (stress checks) at workplaces with 50 or more employees each to understand the degree of
psychological burden, implemented by doctors, public health nurses and other professionals designated by a Ministry of
Health, Labor & Welfare ordinance on the basis of Article 66-10 of the Industrial Safety & Health Act.

(1) Being referred to prosecutors, your organization name published by the head of an administrative body, or no corrective
measure taken despite corrective guidance provided by the relevant authority due to violations associated with the Labor
Standards Act or Industrial Safety & Health Act.

(4) Ensure that there is nothing false in the details of your replies in the Survey. Respond in a sincere manner when
additional confirmation is sought by the Nippon Kenko Kaigi’s Health and Productivity Management Organization
Recognition Committee during the Certification Review and in the recognition process. Be aware that there is a possibility of
being not certified or certification being rescinded in the event of falsity, etc., being brought to light. Moreover, keep
materials that explain details of your replies in the Survey for two years after the last day of the Survey period so that you
can swiftly submit such materials when asked.
(5) Not belonging to, or not having a relationship with, organized crime groups and other antisocial forces in the past,
present, and the future.

(6) When certified as a Health and Productivity Management Organization 2022, observe the following matters.
<1> Regularly and continuously grasp, maintain, and seek to improve facts and initiatives on which your replies in the
Survey and subsequent certification are based. When the Nippon Kenko Kaigi’s Health and Productivity Management
Organization Recognition Committee recognizes the need for investigation to confirm the status of initiatives, etc., please
cooperate and respond in a sincere manner.
<2> Follow the “Terms on the Use of the Logo of Health and Productivity Management Organizations” when using the logo,
and limit the use to the valid period of certification (until March 31, 2023, after being certified as a Health and Productivity
Management Organization 2022).
<3> When the name, address and other details of your organization have changed from those at the time of your response
to the Survey, swiftly report them in writing using a given format.
<4> When changes arise in facts and initiatives on which your replies in the Survey and subsequent certification are based
and, as a result, your organization fails to meet the standards for certification, please return the certification promptly
through a report based on a given format.
<5> Do not raise any objection even when matters contradicting the certification standards or your pledges become clear
and subsequently the certification is rescinded, and these facts are published to the detriment of your organization.
<6> Swiftly stop describing your organization as a certified Health and Productivity Management Organization and using the
logo of such an organization when the certification is returned or rescinded.

(7) All organizations within the scope answered in Q2. SQ1. remain in conformity with all matters as pledged above.
　NOTE: Even when there is no reply in Q2. SQ1., please be sure to check the relevant box of oath.

(2) Warned twice or more, in the form of corrective guidance in writing, of a violation regarding long working hours, etc., in
the same workplace based on the same provisions of critical laws or regulations related to labor standards regarding long
working hours, etc. *
(3) Your organization name published, based on the notice of implementation by the director of a relevant prefecture’s labor
bureau, etc., against top management regarding illegally long working hours, death from overwork, etc., confirmed at more
than one workplace.
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ǂ

      May we publish information on your organization? (Select only one)
¶ It is a mandatory requirement for certifying your organization as a White 500 entity to select one of the options 1-3 below.

1 Publication permitted
2

3 Publication permitted only when certified as a White 500 entity
4 Publication not permitted

Q6: Reply required. If unanswered, you will not meet certification requirements.
<List of items scheduled for publication>

1 Evaluation results (all details described on feedback sheet)
2 Replies to Q18. SQ2. (health & productivity management strategy)
3 Replies to Q19. SQ4. (URL of information disclosure media)
4 Replies to Q70. SQ1. (verification of effects of health & productivity management)

 II. Basic information (2)

¶ Be sure that the scope matches Q3. The total number will be calculated automatically by a formula entered as below.
　　Regular employees: (1) Regular employees (except those seconded to other entities) + (2) Regular employees on loan

Total persons persons persons persons

Under 30 years old persons persons persons persons

30-39 years old persons persons persons persons

40-49 years old persons persons persons persons

50-59 years old persons persons persons persons

Aged 60 or over persons persons persons persons

Year Year Year Year
years
old

years
old

years
old

years
old

0 0

* The “critical laws or regulations related to labor standards regarding long working hours, etc.” mentioned above refer to the
following articles and provisions:
Labor Standards Act: Article 4, Article 5, Article 15-1 & 3, Article 24, Article 32, Article 34, Article 35-1, Article 36-6 (limited to
provisions associated with Items 2 & 3), Article 37-1 & 4, Article 39-1, 2, 5, 7 & 9, Article 56-1, Article 61-1, Article 62-1 & 2, Article
63, Article 64-2 (limited to provisions associated with Item 1), Article 64-3-1, Article 65, Article 66, Article 67-2, and Article 141-3
(including when applied according to provisions in Article 44 <except item 4>, Worker Dispatching Act); and Minimum Wage Act
(Act No. 137 of 1959): Article 4-1

Regular employee Women out of them Non-regular employee Women out of them

Q7. Enter the numbers of regular and non-regular employees at the end of FY2020 according to their respective gender
      and age groups.

　　Non-regular employees: (3) Regularly used non-regular employees (contract employees, temporary workers, etc.) + (4)
       Dispatch workers sent from your organization

4. Agree to the following matters in applying for certification as a Health and Productivity Management Organization 2022 (Large
Enterprise Category).

Q6. The evaluation results of the Survey and details of your replies to some questions are scheduled to be published
      on the Ministry of Economy, Trade & Industry website, etc.

   In case of publication not being permitted, your organization will be certified as a non-White 500 Health and Productivity
   Management Organization even if the evaluation results are within the top 500.

Publication permitted only when certified as a White 500 entity or as a Health and Productivity Management
Organization

NOTE: Details of this chapter are not used for evaluation, but please answer as much as possible because this will be important information
in tallying Survey results.

(1) When certified as a Health and Productivity Management Organization 2022, your organization’s corporate name,
English name, corporate number, address down to a city/town/village, insurer’s name, industry type, and status of
conformity with certification requirements will be published on the Ministry of Economy, Trade & Industry website, etc., as
needed.
(2) As the Certification Review is conducted on the basis of replies in the Survey submitted by an applicant organization, the
applicant will be held accountable for its actual execution of initiatives on which the review outcome is based. So, the
Nippon Kenko Kaigi as well as its constituent members and organizations, the Health and Productivity Management
Organization Recognition Committee, etc., will not assume responsibility at all.

Q8. Enter the average number of service years and the average age of regular employees by rounding them to the first
      decimal point.

Q7. Calculated value from
numbers of men/women

(2) Average age

Overall Men Women
(1) Average service years
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Q9. Enter No. of employees who quit work in FY2020
¶ Exclude compulsory retirement & temporary assignments/transfers to group entities.

Total Women out of them
persons persons

persons persons

persons persons

persons persons

persons persons

persons persons

Q10. Enter the number of new graduates & that of mid-career workers hired as regular employees in FY2020.

Q11. Enter the approximate number of regular employees at each business base as of the end of FY2020.

¶ In case (3) is not included in the scope of Q3, enter “1” in the “(3) Outside the Q3 scope.”

persons persons persons

Q12. Enter approximate composition ratios of regular employees by job type.
¶ Refer to here for details about the definition of each job type in this question. ->

About %

Q13. Enter business results.
¶ Answer in accordance with the scope of Q2.

   You do not need to enter anything in case of equivalent replacements being unavailable.

Sales
Operating profit

¶ Healthcare expenses per employee: Healthcare expenses divided by No. of persons insured
¶ Enter approximate amounts in thousands of yen.

1 Data available
2 No data available
1 Data available
2 No data available
1 Data available
2 No data available
1 Data available
2 No data available

thousa
nd yen

(d) Healthcare expenses
     per employee

thousa
nd yen

thousa
nd yen

Per own
organization

(c) Medical expenses
     per person

thousa
nd yen

   Include all statutory benefits (provision in kind & payment in cash) but exclude allowances for injury/illness or
   childbirth, lump-sum allowances for childbirth & nursing, and burial charges.

Choice of data availability Answer
column <1> FY2020 <2> FY2017

Per insurer
(a) Medical expenses
     per person

thousa
nd yen

thousa
nd yen

(b) Healthcare expenses
     per employee

Confirm unit FY2019 FY2018

% + about % + about % + about

Sales Research &
development/design Planning/marketing Production/manufacturi

ng

thousa
nd yen

thousa
nd yen

million yen
million yen million yen million yen
million yen million yen

Total
Under 30 years old
30-39 years old
40-49 years old
50-59 years old
Aged 60 or over

[Supplementary explanations]

¶ Reply in terms of ordinary income & net operating profit for banking; operating revenue & operating profit for securities; and
   ordinary income & ordinary profit for insurance.
¶ As for organizations other than corporations, please reply by replacing terms with equivalent ones to a possible extent as
   necessary, such as “sales” with “ordinary income” and “operating profit” with “current balance.”

Q14. When medical & healthcare expenses per employee are available, enter the amount provided by health insurance
        union, etc., that your organization’s employees enrolled, and the amount of such spending by your organization.

¶ Medical expenses per person: (Medical expenses of person insured + dependent family members <including insured
   person’s 30% burden and union’s burden sharing>) divided by No. of insured persons

¶ When you practice collective employment as a group, please answer within the scope of Q2 (based on the number of
   employees who actually entered your organization).

New graduates who entered your organization Mid-career employees who entered your organization
persons persons

¶ As a head office and business establishment, cover the registered head office plus equivalent offices (when head
  office functions are divided between an office and a factory, etc.).

(1) Head office & business
establishment

(2) Domestic business
establishments other than head office

(3) Overseas offices, local
subsidiaries

(3) Outside the
Q3 scope

Distribution/sales/servi
ces

Others (head office
divisions, etc.)

% + about % + about

FY2020
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Q15. Enter your organization’s welfare expenses on a FY2020 account settlement basis if available.
¶ Refer to here for the definition of each item. ->
¶ Enter approximate amounts in millions of yen.

1 Data available
2 No data available
1 Data available
2 No data available
1 Data available

2 No data available

Yet to tackle

yen

Western year Fiscal year

¶ Health & productivity management is to practice health management of employees, etc., from a management perspective
   in a strategic manner.
¶ In case your organization has yet to tackle health & productivity management as a strategic initiative, enter “1” on the left
   of the “Yet to tackle” reply.

(c) Medical/healthcare costs out of
     non-statutory welfare expenses

million
yen

yen

(b) Non-statutory welfare expenses million
yen

yen

Choice of data availability Answer
column FY2020 Per employee

(calculated value)

(a) Statutory welfare expenses million
yen

[Supplementary explanations]

Q16. Enter the time when your organization began approaches to health & productivity management as a strategic
        initiative.
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1. Management philosophy & policy

I. Health & productivity management strategy for management issues

§ǂ

1 Organization-wide policies are in place in writing.
2 Organization-wide policies are not in place in writing. => Not in conformity

Q17: Reply required. If unanswered, you will not meet certification requirements.

1 Documents regularly distributed among employees
2 Communicated regularly through morning meetings, organization-wide gatherings, etc.
3 Documents describing policy details distributed in a portable manner
4 Communicated to employees regularly through training sessions, etc.
5 Communicated to managerial personnel regularly through training sessions, etc.
6 Top management regularly communicating, on its own will, philosophy & policy to employees
7 Conducting written surveys of employees regularly to confirm the extent of their understanding
8 Have in place opportunities for discussions among employees on your organization’s policy and measures

(In-house SNS, workshop, etc.)
9 Soliciting comments from general employees on the policy in the course of, or after, its formulation

10 Have general employees other than those in charge participate in the promotional framework based on the policy
(e.g., allow applicants to join a committee, a promotion team, etc.)

11 Others
12 Nothing special practiced

ǂ

(Select only one)
¶ Answer what is specified in writing in a management plan, etc., in principle.

1 Have identified management issues you want to resolve through health & productivity management
2 Have not identified management issues you to resolve through health & productivity management

Q18: Reply required. If unanswered, you will not meet certification requirements.
SQ1. (in case of choosing “1” in reply to Q) Have you sorted out effects expected of the implementation of 

When you have such connections depicted diagrammatically and published, enter its URL.

   Visit the following site for detail: https://www.meti.go.jp/press/2020/06/20200612001/20200612001.html　
　　(Please refer to “Reference: An example of producing a strategy map” on a separate sheet.)

1

2

3 Connections grasped between “anticipated effects” and “specific initiatives”
4

5 Besides 4, connections depicted diagrammatically in a visually easy-to-understand manner
6 Besides 5, what is depicted diagrammatically is published
7 Connections not sorted out in any particular manner

 (Select only one)
1 2

3 Top management
4

SSQ1. (in case of choosing “5” or “6” in reply to SQ1.) Until up to what management level have you obtained
          approval?

Responsible person (department/section chief) of the
relevant organizational division that has formulated one

Executive officer in charge of promoting
health & productivity management

Management meeting or board meeting

¶ In the “Guidelines for Administrative Accounting of Investment in Health and Productivity Management”
   formulated by the Ministry of Economy, Trade & Industry (published in June 2020), a “strategy map” is
   introduced as a tool to sort out connections between your organization’s management issues and initiatives for
   health & productivity management in mapping out strategy for such management.

URL

SQ1. (in case of choosing “1” in reply to Q) What sorts of efforts are you making to boost employees’
        understanding of the policy, which is in place in writing, on the promotion of health & productivity
        management? (Select all that apply)

Q17. Does your organization have in place in writing an organization-wide policy on the promotion of health &
        productivity management for in-house publicity? (Select only one)

¶ Corporate philosophy, policies of a particular workplace, and other things that are not organization-wide policies are deemed
   as not in conformity.

Q18. Have you positioned health & productivity management in your organization’s management strategy and identified
        management issues you want to resolve through health & productivity management?

health & productivity management, specific initiatives, and other matters connected to its practice for the management
issues you want to resolve through health & productivity management? (Select only one)

Connections grasped between “management issues you want to resolve through health & productivity management” and
“anticipated effects”
Connections grasped between “management issues you want to resolve through health & productivity management” and
“specific initiatives”

Connections grasped among “management issues you want to resolve through health & productivity management,
“anticipated effects” and “specific initiatives” as a chain of related matters
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¶ Describe (a) and (b) within 200 words each.

1 Improvement in employee performance 2 Revitalization of organization
3 Medium- to long-term improvement in corporate value 4 Corporate social responsibility
5 6 Others

No. of
words

0

0

II. Internal & external information disclosure

§ǂ

¶ Initiatives only for industrial safety and health do not meet the disclosure requirements.
1 1. Both objectives and frameworks are published
2 2. Only either of the two matters is published, or they are not published externally. => Not in conformity

Q19: Reply required. If unanswered, you will not meet certification requirements.

(b) Effects anticipated from implementation of health & productivity management: Describe their specific
    details and reasons.

¶ In case of selecting choices 1-3 in Q6, your replies to the question are to be published according to their
   respective cases.

Improvement in employee retention & employment
power

Q19. Do you have your whole organization’s objective and framework published externally in connection with the
        promotion of health & productivity management? (Select only one)

¶ Both objectives and frameworks for promoting health & productivity management company-wide must be disclosed.
   Disclosing only individual initiatives and their results alone is not allowed.

SQ2. (in case of choosing “1” in reply to Q) Describe details of what is specified in the following (a) and (b) items:

(a) Management issues you want to resolve through health & productivity management: Select one from
     the list of choices below and describe its specific detail.

¶ In case targets are set based on specific indicators, describe their present levels, this year’s targets, final
   targets, and the deadline for their achievement, all to the extent possible in the “contents” column.

Ex
am

pl
es

 o
f d

es
cr

ip
tio

n

(b) Effects
anticipated from
implementation of
health &
productivity
management

   Objectives: “Objectives of practicing health & productivity management (based on your organization’s philosophy and
   medium- to long-term targets, describe the contribution of health & productivity management to your organization’s growth
   and sustainability, and touch on its connection to initiatives and matters of interest which are deemed important in your
   corporate activities, among other themes)”
   Frameworks: “Frameworks of execution of health & productivity management (describe whether or not there is the
   management team’s commitment <e.g., appointment of an officer in charge>, and touch on the status of
   implementation of cross-organizational initiatives <e.g., a mechanism of reporting to board sessions, management
   meetings, etc.>, among other themes)”
¶ Exclude disclosure through media other than your organization’s media (websites for job seekers, those of government
   ministries & agencies, reports & sites of parent entities, sites of a health insurance society and other insurers, etc.).

While finding new hires is hard, it is a great challenge to have employees possessing know-how and skills stay
healthy and continue working for a long time in order to promote business activities.

(b) Effects
anticipated from
implementation of
health &
productivity
management

We expect employees to feel like working for a long time. As specific indicators of the average number of
service years we seek to retain 80% of mid-career hires five years later, and improve the retention rate of
employees returning to work after childbirth and childrearing leave from the current 50% to more than 70%.

(a) Management issues you want to resolve through health & productivity management: List of choices

(a) Management
issues you want to
resolve through
health &
productivity
management

Choice Detail of choice -->

(a) Management
issues you want to
resolve through
health &
productivity
management

Choice 5 Detail of choice --> Improvement in employee retention & employment power
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§

<Documents & websites for investors>
1 Annual report 2 Integrated report
3 Corporate governance report
4 Various multi-language disclosure documents for overseas investors
5 Securities report 6 Materials for general shareholder meeting
7 Disclosure brochure 8
9

10 Documents/sites for investors other than the above

<Documents/sites for stakeholders other than investors>
11 Health & productivity management declaration, 12 CSR report

 health declaration
13 Independent pages about CSR and sustainability on your organization’s site
14 Documents/sites other than the above

(Select all that apply)
<a. Strategy for health & productivity management>

1 2
health & productivity management health & productivity management

3 Specific numerical targets for health & productivity management as a whole
4

as a whole as well as grounds on which such targets are based
5 Management team’s involvement in health & productivity management
6 Others

7 Strategy for health & productivity management not published in particular
<b. Details of initiatives for health & productivity management, and their results>

1 Health issues of own employees 2 Specific numerical targets for improving health 
3 Specific details of initiatives for resolving health issues issues
4 Amount of investment in individual measures for health & productivity management
5

other quantitative data
6 Others

7 Details of initiatives for health & productivity management and their results not disclosed in particular
<c. Effects of initiatives for health & productivity management>

1
management
(e.g., improvement in corporate value, better productivity, higher employee retention rate)

2
on business management

3 Quantitative analytical data over time concerning improvement in health issues

4 Qualitative descriptions explaining, like along a storyline, regarding improvement in health issues
5 Others

6 Effects of initiatives for health & productivity management not disclosed in particular

SQ1. (in case of choosing “1” in reply to Q) What means do you use to publish objectives and frameworks?
        (Select all that apply)

¶ Exclude media other than your organization’s media (websites for job seekers, those of government ministries &
   agencies, reports & sites of parent entities, etc.).
¶ It is mandatory in qualifying for certification to indicate the media through which disclosure is made (irrespective of
   media).

Independent page on ESG on your organization’s site Materials for briefing sessions on business
results, those for medium-term management plan

SQ2. (in case of choosing “1” in reply to Q) In addition to the objectives and frameworks, what other information is
        disclosed to the public?

Management issues you want to resolve through Effects anticipated from implementation of

Background for the setting of specific numerical targets for health & productivity management

No. of times of execution of individual measures for health & productivity management, participation rate, and

Quantitative analytical data over time showing effects of health & productivity management on business

Qualitative descriptions explaining, like along a story line, regarding effects of health & productivity management

(e.g., improvement in lifestyle-related diseases, lower abnormal finding rate, less proportion of employees on
temporary retirement for mental disorder)
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<Indicators regarding status of initiatives for health management>
1 Periodic health checkup rate 2 Detailed exam rate after periodic checkups
3 Stress check response rate 4

employees at large
5 Status of participation in measures for high-risk people (health guidance continuation rate, etc.)
6 Employee satisfaction with each measure
7 Working hours (e.g., overtime hours) 8 Employees taking leave (e.g., annual leave rate)

<Indicators related to changes in employees’ awareness & behavior>
9 Results of health checkup questionnaire tallies (e.g., smoking rate, habitual exerciser rate)

10 Management rate for high-risk people (continued 11 Status of employees’ health literacy

<Health-related final target indicators>
12 Indicators of health checkup results (e.g., rate of persons with appropriate body weight, abnormal finding rate)
13 Turnover status (including average years of service) 14

illness
15

16 Absenteeism (absence from work due to injury or illness)
17 Status of work engagement
18 Tallies of stress check results (e.g., rate of high-stress individuals)
19 Others

20 Track record of indicators not disclosed in particular

Detail of choice -->

¶ Fill “Other media’s URL” only when applicable.

ǂ

1
management

2 Top management communicating to employees its efforts for maintaining and promoting health on its own
3

stakeholders (integrated report, CSR report, etc.)
(excluding media other than reports)

4 Nothing special practiced
Q20: Reply required. If unanswered, you will not meet certification requirements.

treatment)

Status of temporary retirement due to injury or

Presenteeism (a situation where a person attends work but is unable to perform at full capacity due to health
problems)

¶ In selecting Health & Productivity Management Stock, we will confirm details of SQ2 <c. Effects of initiatives for
   health & productivity management> by accessing the URL entered. In case you publish these details other than
   through the most comprehensively described medium, please enter the URL of that medium in the “Other media’s
   URL.”
¶ In case of selecting choices 1-3 in Q6, your replies to the question are to be published according to their respective
   cases.

Q20. Is top management committed on its own to the following initiatives for the promotion of health & productivity
        management? (Select all that apply)

Top management communicating to employees the policy of promoting its own organization’s health & productivity

Top management articulating the policy of promoting health & productivity management through documents for external

¶ Exclude disclosure through media other than your organization’s media (websites for job seekers, those of
   government ministries & agencies, reports & sites of parent entities, sites of a health insurance society and
   other insurers, etc.).
¶ In disclosing quantitative information regarding indicators, it is desirable to show changes over time in their actual
   results and comparisons with industry averages, among other things, as to issues of particular emphasis, etc.,
   besides supplementing the background, current status, and things like that with qualitative descriptions in order to
   obtain adequate understanding from stakeholders in and outside your organization.

SQ4. (in case of choosing “1” in reply to Q) Of the SQ1 media choices, select one most comprehensively
        describing the promotion of health & productivity management, and enter its URL.

Media

SQ3. (in case of choosing “1” in reply to Q) What sort of track record do you disclose regarding each indicator of
        health & productivity management? (Select all that apply)

URL

Other
media’s

URL

¶ In case you disclose indicators comparable with those of other organizations other than the choices, enter the name
   of each indicator in the “Others” column.

Status of participation in measures for
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ǂ Q21. How do you bring up health & productivity management in your dialogue with investors? (Select all that apply)

¶ In case of your organization not listed, please select “8. Not have stock listed” alone.
1 Specific KPIs in place, engaged in dialogue with investors

Specific KPIs:
2 Health & productivity management positioned in long-term corporate growth strategy, explained to investors
3

other meetings with them
4 Top management itself briefing investors on its own policy regarding health & productivity management
5 Briefing investors and SRI funds that include health & productivity management in their investment evaluation
6 Others
7 Not bought up in particular
8 Not have stock listed

Q21: Reply required. If unanswered, you will not meet certification requirements.

III. Initiatives to promote health beyond own employees

§ǂ

1 2
measures management recognition program

3 Status of overwork among employees 4 Implementation of mental healthcare measures
5 6

7 Others
8 Not grasped or considered in particular => Not in conformity

Q22: Reply required. If unanswered, you will not meet certification requirements.

§ǂ

　URL of the portal site for Declaration of Partnership Building: https://www.biz-partnership.jp/

　But this excludes the provision of know-how for a fee or joint implementations.

1

2

3 Supporting efforts for health & productivity management but not having it published
4 Nothing special practiced => Not in conformity

Q23: Reply required. If unanswered, you will not meet certification requirements.

Supporting efforts for health & productivity management and having it published in a manner other than through
a Declaration of Partnership Building

¶ Replies will be used for evaluation associated with selection of Health & Productivity Management Stock. (It will not affect
   recognition as a certified Health & Productivity Management Organization.)

Q22. In ordering products and services, what sort of detail do you have in place or consider regarding efforts for
        health & productivity management, the status of industrial safety and health, etc., on the part of business
        partners? (Select all that apply)

Q23. Are you supporting initiatives for health & productivity management (providing know-how, jointly practicing, etc.)
        on the part of business partners in the supply chain? (Select only one)

Health & productivity management positioned as part of ESG strategy, explained to investors at briefing sessions and

¶ Excluding such practices implemented vis-a-vis group companies and organizations included in the scope of replies (listed in
   Q2 SQ1)

Implementation of health & productivity management Acquisition of honor under health & productivity

safety & health & health

¶ In case of support provided for business partners’ initiatives, it is important to have that effect published externally
   irrespective of media used.
¶ Some organizations have published a “Declaration of Partnership Building” to promote co-existence and co-prosperity in a
   given supply chain as a whole.

¶ The presence of relationships in business deals is a prerequisite, irrespective of industry types and size of business
   partners.

¶ Also excluded are the prevention of an unjustifiable burden on employees stemming from work-style reform, technical
   guidance connected with business, and other initiatives not directly related to health & productivity management.
¶ Excluding such practices implemented vis-a-vis group companies and organizations included in the scope of replies (listed in
   Q2 SQ1)
Supporting efforts for health & productivity management and having it published in a Declaration of Partnership
Building

Observance of laws & regulations related to industrial Acquisition of certification related to industrial safety
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ǂ

¶ The third goal of the SDGs calls for “healthy lives and well-being for all at all ages.”

¶ We will not use this question in any way in our evaluation this fiscal year.

1

2

3 Not contributing to improving people’s health in particular
Q24: Reply required. If unanswered, you will not meet certification requirements.

Q24. While the response to the SDGs and ESG-focused investment is gaining steam globally, are you contributing to
        improving people’s health through corporate activities and goods/services in connection with contribution to the
       “health” of society as a whole? (Select only one) When it applies, describe its detail and, when you have that
        effect published externally, enter its URL as well.

¶ As the Survey is intended to investigate the positioning of “health” in the main business, it excludes descriptions of the
   implementation of health & productivity management for employees and CSR activities.
Contributing to the improvement of people’s health through corporate activities and goods/services, and having
that effect published externally
Contributing to the improvement of people’s health through corporate activities and goods/services, but not
having it published externally

URL

Example of
description

(1)

In order to promote investment, as a financial institution, in companies tackling health & productivity management, we have
developed health-themed financial products and have that effect published.

Example of
description

(2)

In order to prevent mental and physical disorder of desk workers as a real estate agency, we have designed buildings
equipped with improved air-conditioning and lighting equipment, and increased opportunities for physical exercise and
communication, and have that effect published.

Detail

¶ As “health” corresponds to “S” of ESG-focused investment, moves are seen among investors and job seekers to think
   highly of information associated with health & productivity management from the perspective of sustainability.
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2. Organizational structure

I. Management team’s structure

§ǂ

1 Top management 2 Officer in charge
3 4

5 6

7 None in charge of organization-wide supervision => Not in conformity
Q25: Reply required. If unanswered, you will not meet certification requirements.

ǂ

1 2 Analysis results of own employees’ health issues
management

3 Details of implementation of measures 4 Results of implementation of measures
5 Results of verification of effects after implementation of measures
6 Others
7 Not on agenda in particular

Q26: Reply required. If unanswered, you will not meet certification requirements.

Q25. What is the official position of a top officer in charge of the organization-wide promotion of health & productivity
        management? (Select only one)

Person equivalent to division director => Not in
conformity

Person equivalent to department head => Not in
conformity

Person equivalent to section chief => Not in conformity General employee (below section chief) => Not
in conformity

%

(b) Management conference
　(other than board meeting) times times %

SQ1. (in case of choosing any of the “1” to “6” choices) Enter the total number of meetings and of those
        with promotion of health & productivity management high on the agenda in FY2020.

(1) Total number of
meetings

(2) No.of meetings on
health & productivity

management

Rate of meetings on that
agenda item (reference

data)

(a) Board meeting times times

Q26. What sorts of details do you bring up for discussion at management-level meetings (board sessions,
        management conferences, etc.) in connection with the organization-wide promotion of health &
        productivity management? (Select all that apply)

¶ Please exclude measures not executed for health & productivity management (including those concerning
   industrial safety and health, such as reports on overtime working hours and industrial accidents).
¶ When replying to questions in the Survey by adding up tallies of more than one organization, please do so, covering your
   organization as a primary answering body or within the scope of your organization and only one primary subsidiary.

Policy on promotion of health & productivity
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II. Implementation system

ǂ

¶ Enter the name of an organizational unit actually executing duties instead of a health committee.
¶ Exclude external units (insurers such as health insurance societies, externally commissioned organs, etc.)

1 Have an independent specialized department in charge of supervision
2 Have a specialized unit in the personnel affairs department (headquarters) in charge of supervision
3 Have no specialized department, but have a person in charge of supervision
4 Others
5

Q27: Reply required. If unanswered, you will not meet certification requirements.

ǂ Q28. Enter the headcount of professional staff members in charge of promoting health & productivity management.
¶ Answering this question is mandatory. As for (3), you may reply only when you have relevant data. 
¶ Enter replies irrespective of contract forms (employed/entrusted).
¶ Enter the total number of workdays based on the standard of 28 days in 4 weeks (20 days if a 5-day work week).

¶ Exclude employees in professional positions who are not involved in the promotion of health & productivity management.

(a) Industrial physician persons persons days days
(b) Health nurse persons persons days days
(c) Clinical nurse persons persons days days

(d) What professional staff do you have other than (a)-(c)? (Select all that apply)
1 Doctor other than industrial physician 2 3

Worker psychologist/clinical 
psychologist

4 Physical therapist 5 Registered dietitian 6 Dentist
7 Others
8 None in particular

Q28: Headcounts in (a) to (c) and a reply for (d) are required. If unanswered, you will not meet certification requirements.

§ǂ Q29. How is your industrial physician or health nurse involved in implementing health & productivity management?
(Select all that apply)

1 Consulting with health & productivity management promotion office staff on health issues of employees
2

productivity management promotion office staff
3

implementation possible
4

promotion office staff
5 Others

6 Not committed in particular => Not in conformity
Q29: Reply required. If unanswered, you will not meet certification requirements.

Mental Health Social Certified public

Formulating medium- to long-term policy on health & productivity management measures jointly with health &

Specifying and making clear roles such as collection of information from front-line workers, thereby making smooth

Verifying effects of health & productivity management measures jointly with health & productivity management

Headcount (3) Total number of workdays per
month

(1) Full-timer (2) Part-timer (Total of full- & part-timers)

Have no organizational unit or person in charge, performing duties in each department and business
establishment

   If daily contracted working hours are short of scheduled working hours, convert 8 hours to a day (round up after the
   decimal point).

　(e.g., Working at an in-house clinic or employee cafeteria but not committed to the promotion of health & productivity
   management)

Workdays per
employee

(Reference data)

Q27. What department is in charge of supervising the promotion of health & productivity management? (Select only
         one)
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III. Cooperation with Insurers (e.g., Health Insurance Society)

ǂ Q30. What type of insurer is your main health insurance society? (Select only one)
Also, enter the name & insurer number of the society.

1 2

3 4 National health insurance society

5 Mutual aid society
¶ Enter an official name without abbreviating
   Enter the name of a prefectural chapter in the case of Kyokai Kenpo.

Organization name:

Q30: Reply required. If unanswered, you will not meet certification requirements.

§ǂ

(Select only one)

¶ This includes cases of joint health checkups conducted with a health insurance society and their results shared.
1 Data provided already
2 Data yet to be provided but provision agreed with insurer
3 No employee aged 40 or above
4 Intention of data provision not shown to insurer => Not in conformity

Q31: Reply required. If unanswered, you will not meet certification requirements.

§ǂ

(Select all that apply)
¶ Including cases of a health insurance committee member holding meetings with an insurer
¶ Including no face-to-face sessions such as conference calls, videoconferences and email exchanges
¶ Please exclude simple seminar participation.

1

2 Discussing medium- to long-term policies of both our organization and insurer
3 Executing role-sharing of measures (elimination of overlaps)
4 Jointly formulating and promoting a data health plan
5 Discussing ways of effectively implementing measures
6

7 Jointly verifying the effects of initiatives for health & productivity management
8 Others
9 Not consulting or cooperating in particular => Not in conformity

Q32: Reply required. If unanswered, you will not meet certification requirements.

Independent society (set up by your organization
<group> alone)
Kyokai Kenpo (Japan Health Insurance
Association)

General society (jointly set up by multiple entities of the
same industry)

Q31. Do you provide insurers such as a health insurance society with health checkup data of employees aged 40 or
        above?

¶ Health checkup data means copies of records concerning health checkups (records of items included in special health
   checkups) preserved by your organization on the basis of the Industrial Safety & Health Act and other laws and regulations.

Q32. What sorts of details are you discussing and cooperating with an insurer such as a health insurance society to
        promote health & productivity management?

In practicing health & productivity management, provided with insurance scoring reports (workplace clinical charts in the
case of Kyokai Kenpo) from an insurer, thus recognizing and sharing our organization’s health issues

Have built a structure in which an insurer can directly contact employees, encouraging them to participate in healthcare
projects implemented by the insurer

Insurer number:
(exclude 0 at the top)
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IV. Publicity among workplaces & employees

ǂ

¶ Exclude initiatives concerning working hours such as prevention of overwork.
1

evaluation
2 Given human resources and budget necessary to promote sound health at workplaces
3
4

such as the status of measures implemented at workplaces
5 Opportunities in place for regularly sharing challenging issues and good examples at workplaces
6

productivity management
7 Nothing special practiced

Q33: Reply required. If unanswered, you will not meet certification requirements.

ǂ

1 Employees’ health issues shared
2 Hearing conducted on employees’ opinions through their organization in the course of formulating policies
3 Medium- to long-term policies formulated jointly
4 Role-sharing (announcement of measures, etc.) discussed with an employee organization in implementing them
5 Others

6 Nothing special practiced
Q34: Reply required. If unanswered, you will not meet certification requirements.

ǂ

1 Have responsible staff in place at all business establishments and workplaces
2 Have responsible staff in place at some business establishments and workplaces
3 Have no responsible staff in place

Q35: Reply required. If unanswered, you will not meet certification requirements.

Q33. What sorts of efforts are you making toward managerial personnel regarding the promotion of health & productivity
        management? (Select all that apply)

Q34. How do you share information, conduct talks and do other things with an employee organization (labor union,
        employee representative, etc.) in promoting health & productivity management? (Select all that apply)

Attention to healthcare at workplaces included among indicators of managerial personnel’s business performance

Opportunities in place (e.g., meetings of department heads) for regularly reporting and sharing relevant information

Results of collective analysis per workplace shared regarding employees’ lifestyle habits and approaches for health &

Given authority to execute measures in a manner and detail matching each workplace based on organization-wide policy

¶ If you have no labor union, please enter details of the implementation of measures taken together with an equivalent
   employee organization, employee representative, etc.

Q35. Do you have staff in charge of promoting health & productivity management in place at business establishments and
        workplaces? (Select only one)
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3. Implementation of systems & measures   (1) Identifying employee health issues and considering necessary measures

    (You may include measures implemented by your insurer such as a health insurance society.)
NOTE 2: Please enter replies including not only on-site and face-to-face efforts but also online measures.

I. Setting specific targets based on health issues

§ǂ

(Select only one)
1

2 No specific promotion plan in place => Not in conformity
Q36: Reply required. If unanswered, you will not meet certification requirements.

(a) Select a theme of the health issue from among the choices below.
(b) Describe, within 200 words, specific details of the health issue and its grounds.

(d) Describe, within 200 words, this fiscal year’s plan for the promotion of initiatives responding to health issues.
¶ When the target is not a specific number, please describe it to the extent possible.

Detail of choice -->

Fiscal year

(a) List of choices on theme of issue
1 Prevent all employees from contracting disease irrespective of health conditions
2 Prevent employees having high risk of lifestyle-related diseases from becoming severely affected
3

4

5 Response to female-specific health issues, maintenance & promotion of women’s sound health
6 Return to work after temporary retirement, balancing employment and treatment
7 Optimize working hours, balance work and life, and secure living hours
8 Promote communication among employees
9 Prevent infectious diseases (flu, etc.) among employees

10 Lower smoking rate among employees

Detail of choice -->

No. of
words

0

Fiscal year

No. of
words

0

Prevent, detect early and address the outbreak of stress-related diseases such as mental health disorder (improve the work
environment, etc.)
Prevent employee productivity from declining, stave off accident occurrence (improve stiff shoulders, lower back pain, and other
musculoskeletal symptoms, remedy lack of sleep)

(a) Theme of issue

(b) Details of issue &
     its grounds

This fiscal year’s target Final target figure Unit
35

(c) If you have in place a numerical target, enter its specific detail, current figure, this fiscal year’s target figure, final
     target figure, and deadline for achievement.

(c) Detail of
     numerical target &
     deadline

What sort of target?
Current figure This fiscal year’s target Final target figure Unit

Achievement deadline

(d) Promotion plan

45 100 %

Ex
am

pl
es

 o
f d

es
cr

ip
tio

n

(a) Theme of issue 1 Prevent all employees from contracting disease irrespective of health
conditions

(b) Details of issue &
its grounds

Average age of employees rising, abnormal finding rate in health checkups tending to go up. The rate of
detailed exam consultation remained extremely low partly because nothing was done so far after periodic
health checkups. Raising health awareness among employees is a challenge, to start with.

(c) Detail of numerical
target & deadline

What sort of target? Improve detailed exam consultation rate
Current figure

Achievement deadline 2023

(d) Promotion plan
Encourage target employees by email to have detailed exams Then regularly confirm if receiving periodic
checkups or not, and prod potential examinees who are yet to undergo checkups to do so by email again,
thus improving the checkup rate.

SQ1. (in case of choosing “1” in Q) Describe specific details of the contents, numerical target and promotion plan
         of the health issue. (One about important matter)

NOTE 1: Describe details of measures taken for your employees, irrespective of the primary body that executes measures except
             when explicitly instructed otherwise.

Q36. Do you have a specific plan in place to promote health & productivity management based on employee health
        issues?

Have in place a specific promotion plan, stepping up health & productivity management while setting numerical
targets, the primary executor, and dates for achievement
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II. Utilization & promotion of health checkups, etc.

ǂ

¶ Round off all ratios to one decimal point.
¶ Answering this question is mandatory, but you are deemed to meet this requirement by answering if it is tallied or not.
¶ (a) Use the definition below to answer the consultation rate in general periodic health checkups.

- The target numbers are automatically calculated based on the total number of regularly used employees (Q3).
- Enter the number of the following workers in “(v) No. of employees excluded” to exclude them from each tally.

　（この Segment 984 は上記 Segment 983 に統合しました）

- Refer to this for the definition of terms: ->
1 Tallied
2 Not tallied

persons persons

persons persons

persons persons

persons persons

persons persons

% %

¶ As for “(b) Detailed exam rate,” enter the rate of employees who underwent such an exam to those notified.

% %

Q37: Reply required. You will not meet certification requirements if “Tallied or not” in both (a) and (b) are not answered.

Q37. Answer if each item is tallied or not, and enter specific figures regarding implementation of employee health
        checkups.

Employees who were inevitably unable to undergo health checkups throughout the exam period due to overseas
assignments, absence from work caused by leave taken for childrearing, injury or illness, etc.
Regularly used employees who have no obligation to undergo health checkups due to scheduled weekly working
hours being less than three-fourths of the regular employee’s level and other reasons

  However, you may include only those employees who inevitably postponed health checkups to FY2021 for reasons
  attributable to medical institutions (unable to accept reservations, etc.) in the tally of health examinees in FY2020.
- When there are employees who quit your organization between the time of tallying the health checkup rate and the
  fiscal end, enter their number in “(w) No. of retirees after checkup period.”

Tallied or
not <1> FY2020 <2> FY2017

(b) Detailed exam rate

(y) No. of employees checked up

  Other categories of diagnosis such as “treatment required” are excluded from this question, but if your tally is only the total
  of employees including those in such categories, please enter the total.

(z) Checkup rate
Automatic calculation of (y)/(x)×100

(w) No. of retirees after checkup
period

(x) No. of employees subject to
checkups

Automatic calculation of (u)-(v)+(w)

§ (a) General periodic health checkups (u) No. of employees at fiscal end
(From Q3)

(v) No. of employees excluded
from tally

Choices of availability of tallies:

Tallied or
not <1> FY2020 <2> FY2017

- Include employees who entered your organization halfway in the fiscal year as well as those who underwent health
  checkups at the time of employment.

[Supplementary explanations]

- Please be reminded that you cannot exclude employees failing to undergo health checkups for the reason of the
  COVID-19 epidemic.
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§ǂ

1 Handing out educational brochures, posting notices on posters & in-house sites, etc.
2 Encouraging all employees to receive checkups through email, in-house notices, etc.
3 Industrial physicians, health nurses and other professionals individually encouraging employees to receive checkups
4

employees to receive checkups
5 Relevant medical institution entrusted to encourage employees to receive checkups
6 Employees obliged to have checkups
7 Incorporated into one of items for periodic checkups
8 Health checkup expenses subsidized
9 Time spent on checkups recognized as working hours or as special leave

10 Others
11 Nothing special practiced => Not in conformity

Q38: Reply required. If unanswered, you will not meet certification requirements.
SQ 1. (in case of choosing “7” or “8” in reply to Q)
Which checkup item applies? (Select all that apply)

1 Screening for stomach cancer 2 Screening for lung cancer 3
cancer

4 Screening for breast cancer 5 6
cancer cancer

7 Dental checkup 8 Fundus checkup 9 Renal function test
10 Hepatitis screening 11 Brain checkup
12 Others
13 Nothing special

§ǂ

 (Select all that apply)

   Refer to this for details. =>
1

the results of health checkups
2 Industrial physicians, health nurses and other professionals individually encouraging employees to receive checkups
3 Staff in charge of personnel and labor affairs individually encouraging employees to receive checkups
4 Time spent on visiting medical institutions and treatment recognized as working hours or as special leave
5

other aspects in terms of duties under the employee’s consent
6 Confirming the status of follow-up exam received
7 Others
8 Nothing special practiced => Not in conformity

Q39: Reply required. If unanswered, you will not meet certification requirements.

ǂ Q40. Please answer questions on the implementation of stress checks in FY2020.
¶ Please answer questions on the stress check system based on the Industrial Safety & Health Act.
¶ Round off the rate of test takers to one decimal point.
¶ Answering this question is mandatory, but you are deemed to meet this requirement by replying to (a).

1

2

3 Others => Not in conformity

%

Q40: Reply required. If (a) is left unanswered, you will not meet certification requirements.

(b) Rate of test takers

Q38. What sorts of efforts are you making to improve voluntary consultation rates (complete medical exam, cancer
        testing, hepatitis screening, etc.)? (Select all that apply)

§ (a) Scope of
       implementation
      (Select only one)

General employees other than industrial physicians, health nurses and other professionals individually encouraging

Screening for uterine cervical Screening for prostate

Screening for bowel

Q39. What sorts of efforts are you making to encourage employees to visit medical institutions and have treatment after
        they were found to require follow-up checks as a result of periodic or voluntary health exams?

¶ It is necessary to obtain and use employee information other than statutory health checkup items in a proper manner in line
   with guidelines of the Health, Labor and Welfare Ministry and other regulations.

[Supplementary explanations]
Widely publicizing among all employees the importance of receiving follow-up checks at medical institutions based on

Allowing a relevant employee’s superior to secure time necessary for hospital visits and treatment, and pay attention to

Implemented at all business establishments, including those with less than 50
workers, etc.
Implemented at all business establishments with 50 or more workers, etc., but not
implemented at some with less than 50 persons. => Not in conformity
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3. Implementation of systems & measures   (2) Laying groundwork for health & productivity management

I. Improvement of health literacy

§ǂ

(Pick only one of the choices given.)
¶ Include implementation in the form of e-learning, webinars, etc.

¶ Exclude education specialized in women’s health issues. Enter such an answer in Q53. 
¶ Exclude tobacco-specialized education. Enter such an answer in Q62. 

1 Implemented each time managerial personnel reach given ranks
2

    (Select only one) 3

(b) Regular education
    (Select only one)

5

Q41: Reply required. If (a) and (b) are left unanswered, you will not meet certification requirements.
SQ1. (in case of choosing “1” or “2” in Q (a) or any of “1” to “4” in Q (b))
 What do you educate about? (Select all that apply)

1 2 Improvement of subordinates’ health literacy
environment

3 4
mental health improvement of subordinates’ health

5 Others

§ǂ Q42. How are you conducting education on health maintenance and improvement to raise employees’ health awareness?
 (Select all that apply)

¶ Include implementation in the form of e-learning, webinars, etc.

¶ Exclude health guidance. Enter such an answer in Q48. 
¶ Exclude education specialized in women’s health issues. Enter such an answer in Q53. 
¶ Exclude tobacco-specialized education. Enter such an answer in Q62. 

1 2 Training sessions & seminars by outside lecturers
charge

3 Training by e-learning
4 Others
5 Nothing special practiced => Not in conformity

Q42: Reply required. If unanswered, you will not meet certification requirements.

SQ1. (in case of choosing any of “1” to “4” in Q) What do you educate about?
(Select all that apply) And select one of them you give the top priority.

1 Mental health 2 Cancer prevention
3 Encouragement of physical exercise 4 Dietary lifestyle, nourishment
5 Sleep 6 Migraine, headache
7 Stiff shoulders, back pain 8 Eye health (dry eye, etc.)
9 Dental & oral health 10

11 Measures against infectious diseases
12 Others

¶ Exclude simple supply of information such as distribution of educational materials, their posts on the intranet, and email
   magazine transmission.

Training sessions & seminars by in-house staff in

Measures against metabolic
syndrome

Implementing education regularly, once every few years, on health
maintenance and promotion measures as one of the themes of managerial
personnel education
No regular education conducted for managerial personnel => Not in
conformity

4

3

2

1

Establishment of a health-conscious work

Maintenance & improvement of subordinates’ Enhancement of productivity through maintenance &

Top priority:

Q41. At what timing and how often do you educate managerial personnel on maintaining and promoting employees’
        health?

¶ Exclude simple supply of information such as distribution of educational materials, their posts on the intranet, and email
   magazine transmission.

(a) Education when
     promoted

No education offered to managerial personnel when promoted => Not in
conformity

Implemented only when one reaches the managerial level for the first time

Implementing education of managerial personnel regularly, at least once a
year, specializing only in health maintenance and promotion measures
Implementing education of managerial personnel regularly, around once
every few years, specializing only in health maintenance and promotion
measures
Implementing education regularly, at least once a year, on health
maintenance and promotion measures as one of the themes of managerial
personnel education
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(Pick only one of the choices given.)
¶ When implemented more than once, enter the actual number of participants instead of the cumulative total.
¶ When launched from FY2021, enter the results of that fiscal year.

(a) Rate of target employees 1 Less than 20% 2

     Rate of target employees 3 50% or more & less than 80% 4 80% or more
     to headcount 5 No data available

§ (b) Rate of participants 1 Less than 20% 2

     Rate of participants 3 50% or more & less than 80% 4 80% or more
     to target employees 5 No data available => Not in conformity

II. Promotion of work-life balance

§ǂ Q43. What sorts of efforts are you making toward realizing an appropriate work style? (Select all that apply)
1 Have in place a system accurately recording office arrival/departure times, including the record of PC log-in time, and 

remind employees of any difference between their declared working hours and those on record, correcting wrong times 
(excluding the case where only a time card system is in place)

2 Have in place punishment for chiefs of departments logging long working hours and for such workplaces
3 Reduction in overtime included in a list of evaluation items for managerial personnel
4 Reduction in overtime included in a list of evaluation items for general employees
5 Setting holidays and changing scheduled working hours according to business fluctuation
6 Have in place a work interval system allowing minimum rest between working days
7 Employees allowed to take paid leave by the hour
8 Flextime or staggered work shift system in place
9 Have in place a system permitting employees to take special paid leave at will (excluding midsummer Bon Buddhist 

holidays, year-end/new year holidays, & congratulation or condolence leave) (such special leave is supposed to be 
taken for volunteer activities, long service leave, sick leave, nursing-care leave, bone marrow donation leave, etc.)

10 Others
11 Nothing special practiced => Not in conformity

Q43: Reply required. If unanswered, you will not meet certification requirements.

III. Workplace revitalization

§ǂ

 (Select all that apply)
1 Hot-desking and other measures taken to improve the work environment
2

apps, etc.
3

provision of venues
4

well as their monetary support and provision of venues
5 Involved in volunteer activities, community festivals, etc., as an organization, working on employees to participate
6 Others
7 Nothing special practiced => Not in conformity

Q44: Reply required. If unanswered, you will not meet certification requirements.

(Pick only one of the choices given.)
¶ When implemented more than once, enter the actual number of participants instead of the cumulative total.
¶ When launched from FY2021, enter the results of that fiscal year.

Priority initiatives

(a) Rate of target employees 1 Less than 20% 2

     Rate of target employees 3 50% or more & less than 80% 4 80% or more
     to headcount 5 No data available

6 There is no concept of target employees in the initiatives.

(b) Rate of participants 1 Less than 20% 2

     Rate of participants 3 50% or more & less than 80% 4 80% or more
     to target employees 5 No data available

SQ2. (in case of choosing any of “1” to “4” in Q) Enter the approximate numbers of target employees and
        participants in FY2020.

20% or more & less than
50%

20% or more & less than
50%

Q44. What sorts of initiatives (excluding training, information supply, drinking parties, etc.) are you taking to promote
        communication?

Detail of choice
-->

Employees are provided with tools for promoting communication among them, such as in-house blogging, SNS, chat

Employees are provided with help for setting up circles of like-minded people, etc., including monetary support and

Employees are provided with events such as company-paid trips, family exchange gatherings, and lunch meetings as

SQ1. (in case of choosing any of “1” to “6” in Q) What details do you have for an initiative to which top priority is
        given?
        How many employees were targeted and participated in implementation in FY2020 regarding the top-priority
        initiative?

(Select only one from Q)
20% or more & less than
50%

20% or more & less than
50%
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IV. Support for balancing treatment of disease & work

§ǂ

 (Select all that apply)
¶ Exclude initiatives related to training and information supply.
¶ Exclude initiatives limited to mental health disorder. Enter such an answer in Q56. 

1 Support system & program in place for supporting reinstatement based on hearings from industrial physicians, etc.
2 Consultation desk and support system in place to help employees during absence from work and after reinstatement
3 Work re-acclimation system in place for gradual reinstatement

(e.g., shorter working hours, trial attendance, work while receiving rehabilitation, etc.)

4 Consulting system and response procedures in place regarding support for balancing work and treatment
5

etc.)
6 Treatment-based leave/work systems in place

7
support for balancing work and treatment

8
lump-sum payment from a health insurance society and other insurers)

9 Regular interviews conducted, advice offered toward balancing disease treatment and work
10 Others
11 No such practice in place => Not in conformity

Q45: Reply required. If unanswered, you will not meet certification requirements.

Q45. What sorts of efforts are you making to help reinstate employees with illness and other health problems unrelated to
        work, and support their balancing of employment and treatment?

Workstyle in place, matching relevant employee’s situations (job allocation, work details, working hours, place of work,

(e.g., annual leave by the hour, sick leave, time for hospital visit recognized as working time, staggered work shift, working
Education, regular interviews, etc., are practiced for superiors of returning workplace to promote understanding of

Treatment costs subsidized, compensation benefits paid for absence from work through group insurance, etc. (except

<Initiatives to help reinstate employees with illness and other health problems unrelated to work>

<Initiatives to balance work and treatment for reinstated employees with illness and other health problems unrelated to work>
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3. Implementation of systems & measures   (3) Specific measures contributing to making employees’ minds & bodies sound

I. Healthcare guidance

§ǂ

(Select all that apply)
1 Publicizing, from the employer’s side, the notice of specific health guidance among target employees
2 Staff in charge of (support for) recommending the use of guidance in place at each business establishment
3

4 Time spent on specific health guidance recognized as working hours or as special leave
5 Providing in-house venues for implementation of specific health guidance
6 Sharing information on business fluctuation at business establishments and target employees with a health insurance 

society and other insurers, thus setting up an environment where such employees find it easy to use specific health 
guidance (conducting the first interview on the same day as health checkups, coordinating work shifts, etc.)

7 Have in place an environment permitting online specific health guidance from business establishments
8 Have in place opportunities for the management team and insurer such as a health insurance society to share the 

importance of specific health guidance
9 Others

10 Nothing special practiced => Not in conformity
Q46: Reply required. If unanswered, you will not meet certification requirements.

§ǂ Q47. Do you have the implementation ratios for the specific health exam and specific health guidance?
 (Select only one)

1 Have in place such data by the unit of an own organization
2 Not have in place such data by the unit of an own organization but have data of the insured as a whole
3 No employee aged 40 or above
4 No data available => Not in conformity

Q47: Reply required. If unanswered, you will not meet certification requirements.

§ǂ

 (Select only one)

　Lectures on physical exercise, etc., do not apply. Please answer questions, etc., in and after Q50.
1 Conducting 2 Not conducting => Not in conformity 3 Discussing/in the making => Not in conformity

Q48: Reply required. If unanswered, you will not meet certification requirements.

§

 (Select only one)

¶ When launched from FY2021, enter the track record in FY2021.
1 Less than 20% 2 20% or more & less than 50%
3 50% or more & less than 80% 4 80% or more
5 No data available => Not in conformity

Q46. What sorts of efforts are you making as an employer to improve the implementation ratio of specific health
       guidance?

Practicing (support for) recommendation of the use of guidance and confirmation of progress through organizational line
of responsibilities, including managerial personnel

¶ Targeted by specific health exam and specific health guidance are insured employees and their dependents aged 40 or older
   and less than 75.

Q48. Are you conducting health guidance (excluding specific health guidance), based on the results of health checkups,
        to employees who met certain standards?

¶ This question assumes health guidance for employees with abnormal findings from checkups and others, based on Article
   66-7 of the Industrial Safety & Health Act. (Duty to make efforts in terms of the law)

SQ1. (in case of choosing “1” in Q) What is the ratio of employees subjected to guidance to target employees in
        FY2020?

¶ When guidance was conducted on a number of occasions, enter the actual number of employees covered instead of
   the cumulative total.
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ǂ

 (Select only one)
1 Conducting 2 Not conducting

Q49: Reply required. If unanswered, you will not meet certification requirements.
SQ1. (in case of choosing “1” in Q) What is the ratio of employees subject to judgment? (Select only one)

1 Less than 20% 2 20% or more & less than 50%
3 50% or more & less than 80% 4 80% or more & less than 100%
5 Judgment made on all employees 6 No data available

(Select all that apply)
1 Health guidance for individual employees by 2 Referral to medical institutions

industrial physicians and other professionals
3 Confirmation of continued treatment by superiors
4 Others
5 Nothing special practiced

Q49. Does your industrial physician judge occupational classification (ordinary work, restricted work, temporary absence
        from work required, etc.) based on the results of health checkups?

SQ2. (in case of choosing “1” in Q) What sorts of efforts are you making other than post-checkup interviews and
        work restrictions vis-a-vis employees poorly controlling their own healthcare that requires consideration of
        work restrictions, including those with hypertension and diabetes?
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II. Specific measures to maintain & promote health

§ǂ Q50. What sorts of specific initiatives are you taking (excluding training, information supply) to improve dietary lifestyle?
(Select all that apply)

1

2 Providing support such as the offer of an app for improving dietary lifestyle and recording of calorie intake data, etc.
3

4

5 Implementing events featuring ways of regularly and continuously improving dietary lifestyle
(e.g., moderately eating campaign, vegetable-taking week, cooking class, etc.)

6 Others
7 Nothing special practiced => Not in conformity

Q50: Reply required. If unanswered, you will not meet certification requirements.

SQ1. (in case of choosing any of “1” to “6” in Q) Which initiative do you give top priority?

(Pick only one of the choices given.)
¶ When implemented more than once, enter the actual number of participants instead of the cumulative total.
¶ When launched from FY2021, enter the results in FY2021.

Priority initiatives
(Select only one from Q)

1 Less than 20% 2 20% or more & less than 50%

     Rate of target 3 4 80% or more
　  employees to 
     headcount 5 No data available 6

(b) Rate of participants 1 Less than 20% 2 20% or more & less than 50%
     Rate of participants 3 4 80% or more

     to target employees 5 No data available

§ǂ

 (Select all that apply)
1 Setting up partnership with external sports clubs and subsidizing membership fees
2 Have in place exercise equipment, gym, exercise room, etc., within workplaces
3

4 Offering exercise guidance in line with individual conditions and needs (formulation of an exercise menu, etc.)
5 Holding sports events, subsidizing their participation
6

7 Have time set aside for collective workplace exercise (e.g., radio gymnastic exercise, stretching, yoga)
8 Participating in occupational health-promoting projects held by government departments, municipalities, etc.

(e.g., Japan Sports Agency’s “FUN + WALK PROJECT”)
9 Japan Sports Agency’s “Sports Yell Company” certification acquired

10

11 Supporting and encouraging commuting to work on foot or by bicycle to have exercise habits established
12 Others
13 Nothing special practiced => Not in conformity

Q51: Reply required. If unanswered, you will not meet certification requirements.

Holding health tourism intended to promote physical and mental soundness, instructing participants to keep exercise a habit

Have in place stand-up meeting space, height-adjustable desks, and other office equipment that helps increase exercise
through conventional desk work

Detail of choice
-->

Conducting exercise-encouraging activities (handing out pedometers, urging employees to walk and use stairs,
commending exercise practitioners, etc.), providing exercise-encouraging tools (distributing apps, videos, etc.)

Improving the dietary environment and providing support so as to permit health-based meals (nutritional management done
by professionals, third-party recognition acquired, etc.) in response to health issues and needs through an employee
cafeteria, lunch box delivery, supply in kind, monetary aid, etc.

 How many employees were targeted and participated in implementation in FY2020 regarding the top-priority
 initiative?

(a) Rate of target
     employees

There is no concept of target
employees in the initiatives.

50% or more & less than
80%

50% or more & less than
80%

Q51. What sorts of specific initiatives are you taking (excluding training, information supply) to have employees establish
        exercise habits?

Have in place a desk for nutritional advice and consultation offered by external service providers, registered dietitians, etc.

Providing breakfast (excluding drinks and nutritional supplements) for breakfast-skipping workers at an employee cafeteria,
etc., to cover
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SQ1. (in case of choosing any of “1” to “12” in Q) Which initiative do you give the top priority?

(Pick only one of the choices given.)
¶ When implemented more than once, enter the actual number of participants instead of the cumulative total.
¶ When launched from FY2021, enter the results of that fiscal year.

Priority initiatives
(Select only one from Q)

1 Less than 20% 2 20% or more & less than 50%

3 4 80% or more

5 No data available 6

(b) Rate of participants 1 Less than 20% 2 20% or more & less than 50%
3 4 80% or more

　 5 No data available

ǂ Q52. What sorts of initiatives are you taking to prevent employee productivity from declining? (Select all that apply)
¶ Please exclude measures entered in other questions, such as improvement in lifestyle habits and mental health.

<a. Prevention of productivity decline caused by sleep disorder, sleepiness while on duty>
1 Have in place rooms for refreshing or napping
2 Have in place a power nap system and other napping programs
3 Implementing seminars on sleep
4 Conducting SAS tests (including cost subsidizing)
5 Leaving it available to use an app and other information related to improving sleep
6 Conducting sleep-related guidance by industrial physicians, etc.
7 Others
8 Nothing special practiced

<b. Specific support for prevention, etc., of lower back pain and other musculoskeletal symptoms>
1 Have in place balance balls, massage chairs, power towers, etc.
2 Providing massage by fitness trainers and other professionals
3 Implementing radio gymnastic exercise
4 Implementing seminars on stiff shoulders, back pain, etc.
5 Leaving it available to use an app and other information related to stiff shoulders, back pain, etc.
6 Others
7 Nothing special practiced

<c. Specific support for alcohol addiction (education, testing, therapy, etc.>
1 Conducting education such as seminars on prevention of addiction
2 Have in place a system causing employees suspected of addiction to undergo examination
3 Supporting treatment or rehabilitation of employees confirmed to have an addiction
4 Others
5 Nothing special practiced

<d. Other measures to prevent productivity decline>

Q52: Reply required. If unanswered, you will not meet certification requirements.

§ǂ

 (Select all that apply)
If such initiatives are being taken, enter the proportion of the following attributes to total employees in FY2020.

¶ Include e-learning, etc. Please exclude the case where only educational documents are distributed.
¶ As for the rate of participation, enter the results of FY2021 when launched from that fiscal year.

1 Executed by limiting participants to women => %

2 => %

3 Executed without limiting participants’ gender or positions => Of headcount, about %
4 Nothing special practiced => Not in conformity

Q53: Reply required. If unanswered, you will not meet certification requirements.

Of all female
employees, about

Executed by limiting participants to managerial personnel, with educational
contents set in a manner matching their positions

Of all managerial
personnel, about

(a) Rate of target
     employees
    Rate of target
    employees to
    headcount There is no concept of target

employees in the initiatives.

50% or more & less than
80%

    Rate of participants to
    target employees

50% or more & less than
80%

Participation
rate

Implemented
or not

Detail of choice
-->

        How many employees were targeted and participated in implementation in FY2020 regarding the top-priority
        initiative?

Q53. What sorts of employees do you cover for initiatives (education through seminars, etc.) to have them gain
        knowledge about female-specific health issues?*

* These issues mean gynecological disorders, including physical and mental discomforts accompanying the menstrual cycle
   such as PMS (premenstrual syndrome) and symptoms associated with menstruation, pregnancy/infertility, perinatal care,
   menopause symptoms, menopausal discomfort, and gynecological cancer.
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§ǂ Q54. What sorts of efforts are you making to encourage action responding to female-specific health issues?
(Select all that apply)

1 Providing monetary aid for gynecological exam (including cancer testing)
2 Time spent on gynecological exam recognized as working hours or as special leave
3 Have in place a consultation desk specializing in women’s health, staffed by employees, public health nurses, etc.

(including consultation by email, phone, etc.)
4 Have in place a system permitting response to female-specific health issues

(presence of industrial physician or gynecologist, referral to external doctors, advice to use consultation desk, etc.)
5 Have in place a section or project team in charge of promoting women’s health advancement
6 Striving to publicize support for pregnant women’s health checkups and other maternity healthcare measures
7 Offering support for fertility treatment (a day off for hospital visits recognized as special leave, etc.)
8

==> In case you have such a system, enter the total number of days taken off as menstrual leave in FY2020.
days (not the average per employee but the total as an entire organization)

9

10 Have in place a special break room for women (excluding a legally required resting room)
11 Providing tools and apps that support self-management of symptoms associated with menstruation
12 Others

13 Nothing special practiced => Not in conformity
Q54: Reply required. If unanswered, you will not meet certification requirements.

§ǂ Q55. What sorts of approaches are you making toward employees working for long hours exceeding certain standards?
(Select all that apply)

1

(excluding interviews/guidance necessitated solely by employees’ request, not conditioned on working hours)
2 Conducting interviews between staff in charge of personnel & labor affairs and relevant employees
3

4 Restricting relevant employees’ overtime work
5 Forcing relevant employees to take a day off, restricting their coming to work
6 Others
7 Nothing special practiced => Not in conformity

Q55: Reply required. If unanswered, you will not meet certification requirements.

¶ When both (a) and (b) are practiced, enter the respective requirements.
¶ In case of more than one condition required, enter one requirement based on the shortest hours of work.

¶ Even if you did not have such long-hour workers during the period under review, your organization is deemed to be in
   conformity on condition that you have in place a specific response program formulated in advance.

Conducting interviews and guidance by medical doctors (including industrial physicians) for employees on easier terms
than legal regulations on working hours*

Conducting interviews with and guidance for relevant employees’ superiors by staff in charge of personnel & labor affairs

* “Face-to-face guidance by a doctor for a worker who worked for more than 80 hours per month in overtime and holiday work and
who applied for consultation” is the legal standard mandating such guidance. Easier terms than this mean “less than 80 hours” in
overtime and “guidance without application.”

SQ1. (in case of choosing “1” in Q) Enter your requirement for the minimum length of excess overtime for
        conducting face-to-face guidance.

¶ When guidance is conducted on the basis of certain conditions such as accumulation of fatigue and other concerns,
   and the need for the relevant employee’s application for consultation, enter these requirements in (a).
   When guidance is conducted on the sole condition of working hours irrespective of accumulated fatigue, enter that
   requirement in (b).

¶ When the conditional working hours are not the average but the total of continuous working hours, please change the
   reply column “average” to “continuous” by selecting it from the pull-down menu.

(b) Conducted irrespective of
fatigue months average hours

concerns over fatigue
accumulation and other matters months average hours

¶ Exclude initiatives limited to the attention paid to pregnant employees from a perspective of occupational duties on the
   basis of laws and regulations.

Have in place a workplace environment easy to take menstrual leave (recognizing such a day off as paid leave, publicizing
it among managerial personnel, etc.)

You are required to have in place not simply a menstrual leave scheme but also an environment helping to promote its use.

Supporting efforts to improve menopause symptoms and menopausal discomfort (e.g., recognizing a day off for hospital
visits as special leave)
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§ǂ

 (Select all that apply)
¶ Exclude approaches related to stress checks and initiatives associated with training and information supply.
¶ Exclude response to diseases unrelated to work and not focused on mental. Enter such an answer in Q45. 

1 Have in place a consultation desk for mental health and publicizing it
2 Have in place a consultation desk for harassment and a contact point for whistleblowing, and publicizing them
3 Supporting self-checks, etc., by employees themselves through wearable devices
4 Supporting the practice of mindfulness, etc. (e.g., securing a venue and time for implementation)
5

(e.g., a system of 360-degree assessment by subordinates)
6

7

8 Others
9 Nothing special practiced => Not in conformity

Q56: Reply required. If unanswered, you will not meet certification requirements.

ǂ Q57. Are you making efforts specializing in response to health issues specific to elderly employees? (Select all that apply)

1 Improving the working environment (prevention of overturning, reduction in visual & hearing burdens, etc.)
2

3

(when applicable for the reason of being elderly, you may include a system not limited to elderly employees)
4 Giving consideration to the burden of duties matching relevant employees’ physical strength, etc.
5

6 Regularly confirming relevant employees’ health conditions besides periodic checkups
7 Providing education covering elderly employees through seminars, etc.
8 Regularly checking motor function, including through measurement of physical fitness
9 Others

10 Have elderly employees but nothing special done
11 Not making efforts without elderly employees

Q57: Reply required. If unanswered, you will not meet certification requirements.

ǂ

 (Select all that apply)
1 Recommending periodic health checkups
2 Recommending voluntary health checkups (complete medical exam, cancer testing, etc.)
3 Subsidizing voluntary health checkups (complete medical exam, cancer testing, etc.)
4 5 Vaccination against flu, etc.

6 Use of consultation desk 7 Implementing health promotion events
8

9 Health guidance (other than specific health guidance)
10 Others
11 No particular systems/measures available for use or participation in place

Q58: Reply required. If unanswered, you will not meet certification requirements.

Have in place a system of assessing and educating managerial personnel regarding the establishment of a safe and
comfortable work environment for employees

Have in place a system of supporting the return to work of employees with mental health disorders in partnership with
external entities practicing EPA (employee assistance program)
Providing (outside your organization) a return-to-work program (such as cognitive behavioral therapy) to employees with
mental health disorders

¶ Although elderly employees are generally assumed to be those still on the payroll or employed again after an extension of
   retirement age, you may define them on your own.

Have in place a system permitting employees to select shorter working hours, fewer working days, exemption from overtime
and holiday work, etc.
Giving consideration to the commuting burden, including flextime program, staggered work shifts, workplace relocation to a
place closer to home, and working from home

Have in place a system of sick leave that can be used by (limited-term) employees rehired after compulsory retirement

Q58. What systems/measures have you implemented for dependents of employees or made available for use and
        participation by dependents?

Recommending post-checkup visits to medical
institutions

Providing opportunities for education on health maintenance & promotion such as keeping mental health in place and
preventing cancer

Q56. What sorts of efforts are you making to prevent mental health disorders and help reinstate employees with such
        disorders as well as support their balancing of employment and treatment?
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III. Infection control measures

§ǂ Q59. What sorts of efforts are you making as measures against infectious diseases (flu, measles & rubella, etc.)?
 (Select all that apply)
¶ Please answer measures other than those against the new coronavirus disease.

1 Implementing in-house flu vaccination
2 Subsidizing expenses for flu vaccination (including payment for part of such expenses)
3 Implementing or subsidizing in-house vaccination against measles & rubella, etc.
4

(including time spent to accompany family members receiving vaccination)
5

6 Executing antibody testing on infectious diseases such as measles & rubella during health checkups
(Reference: https://www.mhlw.go.jp/content/000490986.pdf)

7 Have BCP in place to address the spread of infections
8 Prepared for vaccination, preventive medication, etc., for employees traveling overseas

(Reference: https://www.forth.go.jp/useful/vaccination02.html)
9 Executing education of employees traveling overseas, developing their emergency transport system

10 Executing education & training to improve literacy among employees over vaccination against infectious diseases
11 Others
12 Nothing special practiced => Not in conformity

Q59: Reply required. If unanswered, you will not meet certification requirements.

 (Pick only one of the choices given.)
¶ When launched from FY2021, enter the results of that fiscal year.

(a) Rate of target employees 1 Less than 20% 2

3 50% or more & less than 80% 4 80% or more
5 No data available
1 Less than 20% 2

     Rate of participants 3 50% or more & less than 80% 4 80% or more
5 No data available

　

§ǂ Q60. What sorts of efforts are you making in response to the COVID-19 epidemic?
 (Select all that apply)

(a) Contents of BCP formulated to keep employees healthy and business going even when an infected case arises
1

2

3 Have in place the order of business priorities (narrowing down duties)
4

5 Have in place and publicizing action guidelines for employees which give priority to their health
6 Have in place and publicizing guidelines for workplace response intended to ensure employee health
7 Others
8 No specific BCP in place => Not in conformity

(b) Measures to prevent infections
 (1) Formulation of varied, flexible commuting routes to avoid contact with other people

1 Have in place and improving work-from-home system
2 Applying work shift scheme, etc., different from normal times, thus reducing contact between employees
3 Encouraging commuting during off-peak hours through staggered work shifts and flextime program
4

5 Others

Have in place how to continue business at the time of an infected employee found (assuming use of replacement staff or
substitute base)

Giving special consideration to employees with risk of becoming severely ill when infected (e.g., those with underlying
disorders)

Giving institutional consideration when receiving vaccination, such as recognizing the time spent as working time or giving
special leave

Seeking to prevent infectious diseases from spreading by giving special leave to employees having onset of illness
(including cases of family members)

    Rate of target employees to
    headcount

(b) Rate of employees
     vaccinated

　 Rate of employees
     vaccinated

Have in place measures and rules to be followed in response to employees or their family members developing fever and
found infected or becoming close contacts, among other cases
Developing routes of information collection (regarding working situations, etc.) from front lines of business and workplaces
by staff in charge of health administration

SQ1. (in case of choosing “1” or “2” in Q) Give approximate numbers of employees targeted for flu vaccination and
        those actually vaccinated in FY2020.

20% or more & less than
50%

20% or more & less than
50%
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 (2) Improvement in working environment, consideration to employees obliged to go to work
6 Health condition confirmed by temperature check, app, etc.
7

8 Web conferencing system introduced, encouraging in-house, external meetings to be held online as much as possible
9 Equipment introduced, environment improved to reduce physical contact between employees or with customers

(acrylic boards set up, robots introduced, electronic sealing & contracting, etc.)
10

11

12 Others
 (3) Support for vaccination of employees, etc.

13

14 Special leave given in case of adverse effects caused by vaccination
15 Time spent to accompany family members receiving vaccination recognized as working hours or as special leave
16 Executing education & training to improve literacy among employees over vaccination against novel coronavirus
17 Others
18 No particular measures listed in (1) to (3) => Not in conformity

Q60: Reply required. If (a) and (b) are not individually answered, you will not meet certification requirements.

¶ We will not use this question in any way in our evaluation.
¶ You may not answer if there is nothing special. This is not a question requiring a mandatory reply. 

IV. Anti-smoking measures

§ǂ Q62. What sorts of efforts are you making to reduce the smoking rate of employees? (Select all that apply)

¶ Measures to be answered in Q63 against passive smoking at business establishments are not included.
1 Conducting education & training over the effects of tobacco on health
2 Continuing health guidance intended to lower the smoking rate
3 Subsidizing expenses for visiting smoking cessation clinics
4 Giving out quit-smoking drugs free of charge or subsidizing their purchase
5 Commending or giving incentives for employees who have quit smoking
6 Giving incentives to non-smokers continuously

(allowance payment, special paid leave, break time, etc.)
7 In-house smoking rules in place (no smoking during working hours, restrictions on smoking time, etc.)
8 Implementing in-house events encouraging no smoking & its continuation (non-smoking month, non-smoking day, etc.)
9 Providing apps encouraging no smoking & its continuation

10 Others
11 Nothing special practiced => Not in conformity

Q62: Reply required. If unanswered, you will not meet certification requirements.

Spatial contact opportunities reduced by maintaining space between seats, setting up partitions, limiting use of meeting
rooms, etc.

Ban shown explicitly in writing and publicized on detrimental or discriminatory treatment of employees testing positive,
having close contact, etc.
Ventilating equipment in place, ventilating rules introduced at business establishments, thus securing necessary volume of
air ventilation

Have in place an environment permitting employees, etc., to receive vaccination easily (recognized as working hours, given
special leave, workplace vaccination, etc.)

Q61. Enter issues or worries in the face of the COVID-19 epidemic as you strive to promote health & productivity
        management and describe your own ingenuity, etc., in response to them.

¶ Even if you do not have any smoker at present, it is a prerequisite for being certified as a Health and Productivity
   Management Organization to be undertaking any of the initiatives below.

(b) Own
ingenuity

(a) Issues,
worries
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§ǂ

　- Class 1 facilities (schools, hospitals, child welfare facilities, etc.)

　- Facilities intended for smoking
　Refer to the Health Promotion Act for details.
¶ Refer to this for the definition of a business establishment. -> [Supplementary explanations]

¶ Please exclude guest rooms, etc., of inns/hotels and space occupied for residency.

[Sorting out non-smoking conditions & conformity requirements at facilities covered]

*1 It is necessary to pay consideration to make it a place not causing unwanted passive exposure to tobacco smoke.
*2 It is required to be a “specified outdoor smoking place” where measures are in place to prevent passive smoking.
*3 The smoking room mentioned here means a place where smoking is deemed possible at the relevant facility.

https://www.mhlw.go.jp/content/000524718.pdf

1

2

3

4

5 Some business establishments short of conformity requirements => Not in conformity
6 Do not want to answer => Not in conformity

Q63: Reply required. If unanswered, you will not meet certification requirements.

Q63. Tell us the non-smoking situations of all domestic business establishments, including the head office. (Select
         only one)

Class 2 facility
Facility for smoking ER MR*3 FR ER MR

    The types and conditions required differ according to the types of facilities covered. Refer to the Health Promotion Act,
    relevant Cabinet orders and ministry ordinances, and the following guidelines for further details.

¶ As for consideration paid to make it a place not causing unwanted passive smoking, refer to the “Guidelines for Prevention
   of Passive Smoking in the Workplace” (No. 1, Labor Standards Bureau Notice 0701, July 1, 2019).

Measures taken at all business establishments, both indoors and outdoors, in excess of the level of conformity
requirements (no smoking within premises, including outdoors) (ER for all, outdoor and indoor)
Measures in excess of the level of conformity requirements taken at all business establishments indoors while
measures at the same level as conformity requirements taken outdoors at some business establishments
(indoors: all ER, outdoors: MR or ER)
Measures in excess of the level of conformity requirements taken at some business establishments while
measures at the same level as conformity requirements taken at other business establishments (indoors: MR or
ER, outdoors: MR or ER)
Measures at the same level as conformity requirements taken at all business establishments both indoors and
outdoors (all MR both indoors and outdoors)

Class1 facility ER FR FR ER MR*2 FR

FR

Facilities covered

Indoor Outdoor portion within premises

Total smoking
ban

Smoking room*1 in
place, otherwise indoor

smoking banned
Other than left Total smoking

ban

Outdoor smoking
space*1 in place,
outdoor smoking

elsewhere banned

Other than left

¶ Please confirm the following categorization of each business establishment under the Health Promotion Act and answer
   whether there are relevant establishments or not.

　- Class 2 facilities (facilities other than Class 1 and those intended for smoking), including existing specified wining & dining
     facilities

¶ In the case of common facilities not for own exclusive use, answer within the scope of facilities for which your organization
   is responsible as business establishments (within rented building space, exclude common space of the relevant building
   such as doorways)
  (For example, in case of smoking is banned in the entire rented space while there is no outdoor potion at all, regard both
   outdoor and indoor portions as ER.

Response to conformity requirements    ER (exceeds requirements): Response in excess of conformity requirements    MR (meets
requirements): Response in line with conformity requirements    FR (fails requirements): Response falling short of conformity
requirements
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4. Evaluation & improvement

I. Status of indicators

ǂ

¶ Round off all ratios to one decimal point.
¶ Answering this question is mandatory, but you are deemed to meet this requirement by answering if it is tallied or not.

1 Tallied based on “40 years old or older”
2 Not tallied based on “40 years old or older,” but tallies made
3

Only the choice of “(g) blood glucose risk” is selectable
4 Not tallied

% %

% %

% %

% %

%

%

%

%

(g) Rate of employees deemed to have blood
glucose risk
Rate of employees with fasting blood glucose level
of 200 mg/dl or more
(h) Rate of poorly controlled diabetes
Rate of cases with HbA1c of 8.0% or more

(e) Rate of habitual drinkers
Rate of employees drinking occasionally or every
day and consuming 2 “go” (360 ml) or more daily
in terms of “sake” (rice wine)
(f) Blood pressure risk rate
Rate of employees having systolic blood pressure
of 180 mm Hg or more and diastolic blood
pressure or 110 mm Hg

(c) Rate of habitual exercisers
Rate of employees doing exercise twice per week,
each time for 30 minutes or more
(d) Rate of employees taking adequate rest by
sleep

(a) Proper weight maintenance rate
Employees with BMI of 18.5 to less than 25

(b) Smoking rate

Choices of
tallied or not:

Tallied or
not <1> FY2020 <2> FY2017

¶ Enter ratios based on “40 years old or older” in principle. In case tallies based on “40 years old or older” are not available,
   select “2. Not tallied based on 40 years old or older, but tallies are made” in response to the question of availability of
   tallies, and enter ratios.
¶ The Survey is based on “40 years old or older” in principle to analyze results of replies, but your organization is not put at a
   disadvantage in evaluation even if “2” or “3” is selected.
¶ You may enter the results of FY2019 in the FY2020 column only when you have in place the outcome of FY2020 provided
   by your insurer and when tallies of FY2020 are not completed due to reasons on the part of the insurer. In this case, enter
   the results of FY2016 in the FY2017 column.

Tallied based on standards other than “fasting blood glucose level 200
mg/dl or more”

Q64. Answer if each item is tallied or not, and enter specific figures regarding the results of employee health
         checkups.
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<Status of treatment based on health checkup results>
¶ Answer if results are tallied or not regarding data (1) to (4), and enter headcount in each column if tallied.
¶ This question is designed to measure the effects of treatment in the workplace.
　Refer to this for details of the question’s intent. => [Supplementary explanations]

1 Tallied
2 Not tallied

persons

persons %

persons %

persons %

　 Please do not reflect the outcome of confirmation of the status of medical consultation after undergoing health checkups.
Q64: Reply required. You will not meet certification requirements if “Tallied or not” is not answered for all items.

ǂ Q65. Please answer questions on the implementation of stress checks in FY2020. (Pick only one of the choices given.)
¶ Please answer questions on the stress check system based on the Industrial Safety & Health Act.
¶ Replying to this question is mandatory, but you are deemed to meet this requirement by answering from (a) to (c).

1 Implementing group analysis of stress checks
2 No such analysis

1 Using results of group analysis for workplace improvement
2 Not using

1

2

3

4

5 Tallied based on contents that do not include 1 to 4
6 Results not tallied
Q65: Reply required. You will not meet certification requirements if you do not answer all of (a) to (c).

* “Under treatment” means the case of a patient choosing the reply “taking blood pressure-lowering medicine” on a standard
    interview sheet used during special health checkups.

Tallied based on contents that include brief occupational stress survey sheet (standard
version of 57 items)
Tallied based on contents that include brief occupational stress survey sheet (shortened
version of 23 items)
Tallied based on contents that include new brief occupational stress survey sheet
(shortened version of 80 items)
Tallied based on contents that include new brief occupational stress survey sheet
(standard version of 120 items)

(b) Use or no use
for workplace
improvement

(c) Results of
group analysis
tallied or not

(4) Of (1), No. of cases having hypertension but
yet to receive treatment
Systolic blood pressure of 160 mm Hg or more, or
diastolic blood pressure of 100 mm Hg or more

Rate of cases
under control

among
hypertension

patients
(3)÷((2)+(4))

(a) Presence or
absence of group

analysis

(2) Of (1), No. of employees receiving
hypertension care

Rate of
hypertension

cases
((2)+(4))÷(1)

(3) Of (2), No. of cases under treatment for
hypertension and having blood pressure under
control*
Systolic blood pressure less than 140 mm Hg and
diastolic blood pressure less than 90 mm Hg

Rate of cases
under treatment

among
hypertension

patients
(2)÷((2)+(4))

Tallied or not
(Select only one)

FY2020
(1) No. of employees who took periodic health
checkups and entered replies on medical interview
sheets

Reference data
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¶ The value of survey results tallied is not used for evaluation at all.

　Items (3) to (6) are tallied scores used for an “occupational stress judgment chart.”
　For (3) and (4), give a score of 4 (“Yes”), 3 (“Generally so”), 2 (“A bit different”), or 1 (“No”).
　For (5) and (6), give a score of 4 (“Very much so”), 3 (“Considerably so”), 2 (“Somewhat so”), or 1 (“Not at all”).

¶ Enter the ratios and points by rounding them to the first decimal point.

¶ Refer to this for details. -> [Supplementary explanations]

ǂ Q66. Please answer the status of average actual working hours per regular employee, etc.
¶ (a) As for average monthly working hours, enter “actual” working hours in place of scheduled working hours.
¶ Enter numbers by rounding them to nearest whole number for (a) and (b), and the first decimal point for (c) and (d).
¶ Refer to this for the detail of each calculation’s definition in this question. -> [Supplementary explanations]
¶ Answering this question is mandatory, but you are deemed to meet this requirement by replying to “Data available or not.”

1 Data available
2 No data available
1 Data available
2 No data available
1 Data available
2 No data available
1 Data available
2 No data available

Q66: Reply required. You will not meet certification requirements if data for (a) to (d) are unavailable.

¶ You are asked about the survey results on the premise of a brief occupational stress survey sheet (57 items or shortened
   version of 23 items) being used.

¶ When your survey is taken by using a sheet different from the occupational stress survey sheet, you may enter its
   results if the intent and value judgment/standard of items questioned are broadly consistent, even though the sentences of
   each item and choice are not completely identical.

¶ When a tally is given by each workplace, and it is difficult to get an organization-wide total, enter an average based on the
   headcount- weighted average of each workplace.

(d) Average No. of annual paid leave days
     taken

days days

(c) Average annual paid leave utilization
     rate

% %

(b) Average monthly overtime working
     hours

hours hours

(a) Average monthly actual working hours hours hours

Data available or not
<1> FY2020 <2> FY2017

Choice Answer
column

(5) Average score of superior support
(Total for your superior of “How casually can you talk with him (her)?” “How
much can you depend on him (her) when you need help?” “To what extent does
he (she) listen when consulted about your personal problem?”)

points

(6) Average score of colleague support
(Total for your colleague of “How casually can you talk with him (her)?” “How
much can you depend on him (her) when you need help?” “To what extent does
he (she) listen when consulted about your personal problem?”)

points

(3) Average score of work volume burdens
(Total of “must work hard,” “must do so many duties,” and “cannot complete
work within given time”)

points

(4) Average score of work control
(Total of “can work at my own pace,” “can fix the order and ways of work by
myself,” and “can reflect my opinion in the workplace’s job policy”)

points

(1) Rate of respondents saying “Yes” to “Satisfied with job” %

(2) Rate of respondents saying “Yes” to “Meaningful job” %

FY2020

¶ When FY2020 results are yet to be tallied and an FY2021 survey is completed and it is possible to tally its results, please
   enter the FY2021 data.
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ǂ Q67. Tell us the status of regular employees’ long working hours.

¶ Pleaseinclude employees whose monthly overtime work exceeded 80 hours in both categories of 45 and 80 hours.

¶ Answering this question is mandatory, but you are deemed to meet this requirement by replying to “Data available or not.”

1 Data available
2 No data available

Q67: Reply required. You will not meet certification requirements if “Data available or not” is not indicated for all items.

ǂ

¶ Limit the data to absence caused by illness only and exclude absentees due to other reasons such as accidents.
¶ Answering this question is mandatory, but you are deemed to meet this requirement by replying to “Data available or not.”

1 Data available
2 Not tallied

Choices of data availability:

(e) No. of employees for whom the above
information is not available

persons persons

(f) Headcount available
Automatic calculation: No. of regular employees
(Q3(1)+Q3(2)) – (e)

persons

(2) No. of employees in
a month when most
such people arise of all
12 months

(c) Over 45 hours of
non-statutory work per
month

persons persons

Q68. If available, answer the numbers of regular employees absent for a long time or retired temporarily both due to
        illnesses.

¶ In (a) and (d), enter the number of employees who were long absent from work or on long-term temporary retirement
  (including continuation from the previous fiscal year) even only once during the period under review.
  Base your reply to long-term work absence on the standard of one month or longer without interruption. Do not include leave
  intended to use up paid holidays carried over from the previous fiscal year. When an employee was long absent from work
  twice or more during the period under review, count the case as one person.
¶ As for returnees to work in (b) and (e), enter their latest numbers available from April 1 until the time of your response.
   Include in your reply those not working full time such as those at work while receiving rehabilitation.
¶ As for retirees in (c) and (f), include in their numbers those employees who quit after absence from work and temporary
   retirement due to the above reasons or those who submitted a doctor’s medical certificate before retirement without going
   through temporary retirement.

persons persons persons

<2> FY2017

(1) Total No. of
employees arising per
year

(a) Over 45 hours of
non-statutory work per
month

persons persons persons

(b) Over 80 hours of
non-statutory work per
month

persons persons

persons

(d) Over 80 hours of
non-statutory work per
month

persons persons

Choice Answer
column

Data available or
not

<1> FY2020
No. of employees arising
per 100 persons/month

(ref.)

¶ Please count on a monthly basis the number of employees whose monthly non-statutory working hours exceeded a given
   level, and enter the 12-month total of employees working for that long hours in (1) as the total number of such employees
   arising annually.
   Enter the number of such employees in a month when it was the most of the 12 months (for the categories of 45 hours and
   80 hours respectively) in (2).

¶ In answering the question, please include, in principle, managers/supervisors, employees to whom the discretionary working
   system is applied, etc.
　If actual working hours of these people are not grasped, enter them in “(e) No. of employees for whom the above
   information is not available.”
　We will count the number of employees in which (e) is excluded from that of regular employees in (1) & (2) of Q3 as an
   approximate number available.
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persons persons

persons

persons persons

persons persons

persons

persons persons

Q68: Reply required. You will not meet certification requirements if “Data available or not” is not answered for all items.

ǂ

1 Employee absenteeism (absence from work due to injury or illness) measured regularly
2

3 Work engagement of employees measured regularly
4

5

6 Others

7 Nothing particular measured
Q69: Reply required. If unanswered, you will not meet certification requirements.

SQ1. (In case of choosing any of (1) to (3) in Q) How do you measure each indicator?
Please enter actual results in FY2020 when measured

   URL for details: https://www.meti.go.jp/policy/mono_info_service/healthcare/kenkoutoushi_kanrikaikei_guideline.html

¶ We will not use this question in any way in our evaluation.
(a) (in case of choosing “1” in Q) How do you catch absenteeism?

(Select all that apply)
1

2 No. of days of absence from work due to illness recorded as management indicator
3 No. of days of temporary retirement due to illness recorded as management indicator
4 Others (including your organization’s own method)

Unit

Unit

KPIs in place regarding individual employees’ meaningfulness of work, job satisfaction, sense of contribution to own
organization, etc., and quantitative research conducted regularly
Quantitative KPIs in place regarding the extent of workplace communication between employees, and measured regularly
through research, wearable devices, etc.

(c) No. of retirees a year

Available
or not <1> FY2020 <2> FY2017

Mental health
disorder

(a) No. of long-term absentees/employees
on temporary retirement a year

(b) No. of returnees as of this reply out of
those in (a)

(f) No. of retirees a year

¶ In case of more than one yardstick being used for measurement about (b) and (c), select one that is given top
   priority.
¶ Under the “Guidelines for Administrative Accounting of Investment in Health and Productivity Management”
   formulated by the Ministry of Economy, Trade & Industry (published in June 2020), various indicators are introduced
   as “effects of health investment.”

¶ Choices are examples based on cases of actual use by companies, etc. Some of them require approval or usage
   fees of developers when used.

Grasp the number of days off taken as sick leave (including coming to work late or leaving early) through
questionnaires filled out by employees

Q69. What sorts of indicators do you have to measure employee productivity, organizational activity, etc.? (Select all that
        apply)

Employee absenteeism (at work but unable to display complete business performance due to health problems) measured
regularly

Examples of
description

Overview of
measurement

indicators

Average no. of days used in FY2020 among all employees under the system of temporary retirement for injury or illness
(no data available on no. of days of absence from work or days off taken as paid leave due to injury or illness)

Actual
results 5.1 days

FY2020
Track record

Overview of
measurement

indicators

Actual
results

Diseases other
than mental

health disorders

(d) No. of long-term absentees/temporary
retirees
(e) No. of returnees as of this reply out of
those in (d)
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(b) (in case of choosing “2” in Q) How do you catch presenteeism?
(Select only one)

1 WHO-HPQ (WHO Health & Work Performance Questionnaire <drawn up by Harvard Medical School>)
2 SPQ (Single-Item Presenteeism Question, drawn up by University of Tokyo)
3 WLQ (Work Limitations Questionnaire, drawn up by Tufts University School of Medicine)
4 WFun (Work Functioning Impairment Scale)
5 QQmethod
6 WPAI (Work Productivity and Activity Impairment)
7 Others (including your organization’s own method)

(c) (in case of choosing “3” in Q) How do you catch work engagement?
(Select only one)

1 Utrecht Work Engagement Scale (incl. short version)
2 MBI-GS（Maslach Burnout Inventory-General Survey）
3 OLBI（Oldenburg Burnout Inventory）
4 Others (including your organization’s own method)

Unit

Unit

II. Verification on effects of promotion of health & productivity management

§ǂ

 (Select only one)

1

2

3

4 Not practicing 1 to 3 in particular => Not in conformity
Q70: Reply required. If unanswered, you will not meet certification requirements.

Q70. In examining this fiscal year’s policy of promoting health & productivity management, how are you seeking to
         verify the effects of such management implemented until the previous fiscal year?

¶ Even when you executed health & productivity management starting in FY2021, please reply on the basis of the results of
   measures taken for the promotion of industrial safety and health, etc., until FY2020.
Have in place data on the results of individual measures taken (checkup rate, employee participation rate, extent
of satisfaction with participation, awareness of measures, overtime hours, etc.) => Not in conformity
(In addition to 1) Verifying the status of improvements in lifestyle habits and awareness (sleeping hours, dietary
lifestyle, habitual exercise rate, smoking rate, stress check results, employee survey results, etc.)
(In addition to 2) Verifying the status of improvements in indicators of final health & productivity management
targets and in management issues

Examples of
description

Overview of
measurement

indicators

Measured by incorporating ultrashort (3-item) version of Utrecht Work Engagement Scale into employee survey
formulated by our organization on its own; average score of 3 items (from “0 = not felt at all) to “6 = always felt”) of all
employees Actual results

3.5 points

FY2020
Track record

Overview of
measurement

indicators

Actual
results

FY2020
Track record

Overview of
measuring
method &

outcome of
measureme

nt

Examples of
description

Overview of
measuring
method &

outcome of
measureme

nt

Employee research based on absolute presenteeism (0 to 100 points) of WHO-HPQ conducted;  average score of all
employees was 72.
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SQ1. (in case of choosing “2” or “3” in reply to Q)

(a) Select a theme from among the choices below. (Pick only one of the choices given in each question.)
(b) Describe specific details of issues within 200 words.

(d) Describe the verification results of effects of measures (effects of measures implemented) within 200 words.
¶ Please reply based on details of initiatives taken in FY2019 or FY2020.

¶ Even when your reply is only one, your organization will not be at a disadvantage in evaluation.

Detail of choice -->

(a) List of choices on theme of issue
1 Prevent all employees from contracting disease irrespective of health conditions
2 Prevent employees having high risk of lifestyle-related diseases from becoming severely affected
3

4

5 Response to female-specific health issues, maintenance & promotion of women’s sound health
6 Return to work after temporary retirement, balancing employment and treatment
7 Optimize working hours, balance work and life, and secure living hours
8 Promote communication among employees
9 Prevent infectious diseases (flu, etc.) among employees

10 Lower smoking rate among employees

Prevent, detect early and address the outbreak of stress-related diseases such as mental health disorder (improve the work
environment, etc.)
Prevent employee productivity from declining, stave off accident occurrence (improve stiff shoulders, lower back pain, and
other musculoskeletal symptoms, remedy lack of sleep)

¶ Stress-related disorder: Illness stemming from psychological and social stress, and disease whose process is deemed
   to be worsened by stress (gastric & duodenal ulcer, essential hypertension, hyperventilation syndrome, migraine,
   cardiac neurosis, neurosis, autonomic dystonia, and many other disorders)

        Please specifically answer the contents of assessment, such as details and results of measures taken and
        verification results of their effects.

(c) Describe the results of measures implemented (such as the scope of implementation and the participation
      rate) within 100 words.

¶ In case of selecting choices 1-3 in Q6, your replies to the question are to be published according to their respective
   cases.

Ex
am

pl
es

 o
f d

es
cr

ip
tio

n

(a) Theme of issue 4
Prevent employee productivity from declining, stave off accident
occurrence (improve stiff shoulders, lower back pain, and other
musculoskeletal symptoms, remedy lack of sleep)

(b) Details of issue
An in-house questionnaire taken about work showed a high rate of employees who replied that they
“occasionally feel sleepy during work.” It is necessary to improve this situation because it is considered
influencing a productivity decline.

(c) Results of action
taken

A napping room all employees can use was set up, and the measure was notified to all of them by email.
As of response to the Survey, it is used by 30% of all employees.

(d) Results of
verification of effects

Quantitative effects such as on the outcome of health checkups are not yet in place at this point of time,
but a questionnaire distributed to users to know qualitative effects found 90% of respondents answering
that productivity has improved by using the system.”
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Detail of choice --> No. of words

Detail of choice --> No. of words

SQ2. (in case of choosing “2” or “3” in Q)

(Select only one)

1

2

3

4

5 Not practicing 1 to 4 in particular

        How are you improving efforts for health & productivity management this fiscal year and thereafter based
        on the results of such management practiced until the previous fiscal year?

¶ Even when your organization implements health & productivity management starting this fiscal year, please reply
   based on the results of measures implemented until the previous fiscal year to ensure industrial safety and health,
   and other factors.
Implementing a review of details of individual measures and examining the advisability of implementing
them on the basis of the results of measures taken so far (such as a lower rate of implementation than
presumed)
Implementing a review of details of individual measures and examining the advisability of implementing
them on the basis of the effects of measures (such as no improvement in indicators of lifestyle habits) in
addition to the above 1.
Examining and improving a combination of measures, etc., based on the effects of measures (such as no
improvement in indicators of lifestyle habits) in addition to the above 2.
Regularly reviewing the whole plan ranging from target setting to measures on the basis of the effects of
overall measures (this fiscal year’s plan does not have to be reviewed, but it is necessary to make a
regular review an established practice) in addition to the above 3.

(c) Measures
Implemented
Results

0

(d) Effects
Verification
Results

0

Ve
rif

ic
at

io
n 

of
 e

ffe
ct

s 
(1

)

(a) Theme of issue

(b) Issue
Detail 0

(c) Measures
Implemented
Results

0

(d) Effects
Verification
Results

0

Ve
rif

ic
at

io
n 

of
 e

ffe
ct

s 
(2

)

(a) Theme of issue

(b) Issue
Detail 0
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¶ Enter an official name of the relevant organization in place of an abbreviated name.
¶ Exclude your organization and group companies.
¶ We will not use this question in any way in our evaluation.

1 Promotion by top management 2

3 Partnership with insurer 4 Improvement in health literacy
5 Improvement in lifestyle habits 6 Measures for mental health
7 8 Workplace revitalization

9 10 Verification of effects of initiatives

11 Proactive information disclosure 12 Others

1 Promotion by top management 2

3 Partnership with insurer 4 Improvement in health literacy
5 Improvement in lifestyle habits 6 Measures for mental health
7 8 Workplace revitalization

9 10 Verification of effects of initiatives

11 Proactive information disclosure 12 Others

[Remarks column] When you need supplementary explanations for your reply to this Survey, enter them here.

Website for Survey sheet upload:

Please upload your replies from the website below.

https://brs.nikkei-r.co.jp/health2022/

You have no further questions. Thank you very much for your cooperation.
Please confirm the contents of your replies once more before uploading them.

An
sw

er
 c

ol
um

n 
2

(1) Name of
organization

(2) Reference fields
(Select all that apply)

(3) Reasons

Establishment of organizational
structure

Prevention of overwork, promotion of work-
life balance
Support for balancing disease treatment &
work

Q71. If you have an organization used as a reference in undertaking health & productivity management, enter its
        name, fields consulted, and reasons.

Prevention of overwork, promotion of work-
life balance
Support for balancing disease treatment &
work

Establishment of organizational
structure

An
sw

er
 c

ol
um

n 
1

(1) Name of
organization

(2) Reference fields
(Select all that apply)

(3) Reasons
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